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Christmas Club Checks
Totalling $73,000 Mailed
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A whopping $73,000.00 in cold cash will be released
Fulton Fulton County, Kentucky. Thursday, November 22, 19'6
in Fulton this week-end, when both local banks send Volume Thirty-One
out their Christmas Club saving checks. This is the largAuthor, and Efficient Worker, Too.
est amount ever accumulated by local bank patrons, the
Christmas Club corporation of New York announced
today. The Fulton Bank reported that it will send
checks out to 576 members who saved a total of $51,432.50, one of the largest totals ever accumulated.
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Number 47

Waterfield Announcement Blasted By
Breathitt For Alliance With Chandler

With more than a billion and
a half dollars released nationally
from the Christmas Club surveys
show that the total will be used
in the following ways:
Christmas Purchases, $472,158,300; Savings and Investment for
future use, $661,021,620; Taxes,
$267,556,370; Year-end Bills, $78,693,050; Miscellaneous, $94,431,660.
'Christmas Club has become a
part of the American way of life,"
said M. It. Jeffress, Cashier of
the Fulton Bank.

"It's our proof that in their own
small way every man and woman
The announcement that Clinton publisher and
carrbe a capitalist and decide for
Lexington
insurance executive Harry Lee Waterfield
themselves what they will save
would be a candidate for lieutenant-governor in the
and how they will use their savings."
Democratic primary . next May was released from the
The new clubs start in both
A message has been received gubernatorial campaign.headquarters of A. B. "Happy"
banks on Monday, November 26.
from the North Pole that Santa
The Christmas buying spree
will be here in Fulton on Satur- Chandler Tuesday. The announcement came as no surbroke out just before the Thanksday to greet all the children and prise to political observers who have known for some
giving holidays in Fulton and
find out what they want for weeks that the former lieutenant-governor during the
this week local merchants are beChristmas. Santa is coming cm the Chandler
Administration would seek that office, formThe
fellow
accepting
ing kept busy with shoppers
use commendation as rIliht is Sam Holly train and will arrive at 11:40 at
ing the same allianceas he did in 1955. It was'the
eager to have first choice in select- whose "Scrapbook" is coming off the press this week. Presenting
the
depot
from
and
there,
will
go
a
ing their gifts from the many "I5-year pin"
to Sam for having worked that long with the ASC to the band stand to talk with the Chandler-Waterfield team that beat now Governor Bert
beautiful items in the stores
1955. In announcing his candidaey Waterfield
committee is Roy Bard, left. Since 1948 Sam has been office man- children. He will be at the band- Combs
downtown.
stand until 2 p. m.
becomes a member of one of the most effective teams of
Fulton merchants are enthusias- ager and has held every position in the office. Ile farmed until 1956.
tic about the prospects that sales He is the son of Mrs. Ella Freeze
political strategists. in Kentucky ,history-7-Earle_ CleChrbtmas Shop Today
Jottings
of Cayce.
will push the year's dollar volume
ments, Joe Leary and Chandler.
to a new record.
s. s.ss
From
The rising economy sparked the
ant icipid Mg the Waterfield
announcement. Edwari4 T.
hopes for sweeter-than-ever music
by cash register bells.
Breathitt maiit' coniments
1,0dChristmas buying will tell the
isville Monday that may
the
year's story for the retail industry
can.paign
Hittern for his
because merchants usually expect
sntinually blasting his opponto get almost 20 per cent of their
ents. while failise to pna, it his
total business from that source.
campaign platform. In his camOne local department store
paign opening: Breathit' hit at
In a scathing letter to the editors of both local news- —
owner reported that people were
Chandler's disloyalty to the DemoHarry Lee Waterfielcl echoed
buying 'nice and freely," and that papers Mrs. Mary Alice Coleman took sharp issue with
cratic party. accUsed Son)
yenthe stand taken by Happy ChandRepublicans to iefeat
Be there a man with soul so Christmas business was "pretty the Fulton City Commission's newly adopted budget,
ler when he said in answering a anss the
Dert'ioerat.
good,"
one
Wilson
W.
Wylt
store
for
manager put it. while refusing
dead; will)
-never to himself has
question that he. too. stood for the
to serve on the Muyor's Advisory Comsaid, "I oughts go back to school." "Some people are buying, others mittee
exemption of f(ind. clothing. and the Si nate and pointed to the
to
study
new
revenue
measures
second
are
putting
Chandler
with
Adinim:tration
items
which
to
back,
while still
I was not prompted by poetry
medicine from Kentucky's sales
as one cri disaster and destruction.
last week when I went to Carr others are just looking around balance the budget. Although Mrs. Coleman did not
tax.
'
(feting
ideas
for
Christmas
presBn•athitt.
youss
serid
Institute and sat in a school desk
a
formal
letter
of
resignation
to
the
Mayor
and
He said that the loss suffefed
--attorney is the ch. Hi of Govern(ir
beside my little daughter Mary ents. We are expecting business to
omm
by the State in revenue from this
ss
oners,
i
i
Mayor
Gilbert
De
Myertold
News
the
be
e
better
in
the
next
week
or
so,"
Jo, who is a student in the
Radio Station WFUL will again -exemption would be made up hy Combs to run aaginst ('ha idler.
her published letter would be accepted as a resignation. sound
Comnos,.ainer Henry
seventh grade. It was American he said.
the pleading for funds for the elimination of excess State Highway
A
local druggist reports that Commissioner Charles Robert Bennett will be asked to charity, when the Fulton Jaycees
slated it. de Breathitt's
Education Week. I went to "objobs and waste and by the im- Ward.
Christmas
running mate as lieutemint-sm business in his store is make another recommendation
serve" the class room activity of
to serve on the commit- stage their annual fund drive for position of some otAer form of ernor
appears to he out of. the
this Junior High grade. When the 'good".
Christmas baskets cm December taxation, if needell.
tee
since
Mrs.
Coleman
was
recommende
d
by
former
campaign next year. Hospitalised
bell rang to signify the end of the
A local bank official said that
••sis.,••
18. Highly successful in recent
Commissione
with
r
Nelson Tripp, who was replaced by Mr. years, the Jaycees have set their
an ear infection on election
English period, I realized it was there was no particular increase
In speeches in Elizabethtown
the "gong" that struck me out as or decrease in deposits at his Bennett.
sights even higher and as in the and Louisville. Governor Bert day. it is reliably reported that
•
doctors
his
have advised him to
a so-called literate adult. I failed bank. He said, "Our deposits are
city government. When told that past feel that generous area list- Combs and his choice for govAlthough Mrs. Coleman said in
the examination for entrance into very stable, but there appears to
the budget was now official and eners will respond.
ernor Ned Breathitt. respective- curtail his busy civic and political
life. He was slated to resign as
the seventh grade. If the truth be a healthly activity about town." her letter that she knew nothing duly adopted after the required
James Needham and-Bill Fos- ly urged voters to maintain the
were known, I'm not so sure I
Downtown Fulton has an air of of the appointment until it was public hearing, she said:
sett, general chairmen of the tax structure of Kentucky. Both highway commissioner and ancould be a passing student in the Christmas, with the Yule street published, she told the News that
"That's the thing a lot of us Jaycees Christmas fund-raising are opposed to any revision of nof ince for lieutenant-governor
fifth grade if I took an aptitude decorations going-up right after she was under the impression that can't understand. These city offici- are today announcing plans for the sales tax, citing that to ex- about November 10.
Without an announced running
the Thanksgiving holidays, and the committee was formed to als campaigned saying they were the radio maration.
test.
empt any items would seriously
mate, many local citizens were
some of the store windows are study the budget, with a view to- going to save money and reduce
The Marathon will be held all affect the funds ear-marked for shocked at Breathitt's
ridicule of
If lovely Mrs. Guy Duley, gaily decorated for the occasion. wards bringing about economy in taxes. Now they come along and day on Tuesday. December 18 education.
Waterfield, since both are Western
substituting last Thursday for
pass a budget so-elish it'll take all and chairman of the Marathon is
Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett were
kinds of new taxes to- pay it. Kenneth Stanley. Funds will be
Expounding on- his theme of Kentuckians. a- fact that might
to give me a report card for "my
Then they appoint a committee to used for Christmas baskets for the waste of State money during bring about thousands of Breathlesson" last week, I would be the
say what kind of taxes we'll have the needy families in the area the present Administration. Wsi- itt-Waterfield votes to overcome
all-time eligible candidate for the
so they won't take the blame for and also a children's Christmas terfield said dearly 4.000 mote the Chandler-Waterfield slate in
more solid Chandler territory. A
dishonor roll.
it."
project-which includes a party persons are on the State payroll
In the first place I would have
Asked if her resignation is to and shopping spree for the young- now than when Governor Bert close friend of Waterfield's told
the News Wednesday: "Harry Lee
gotten a demerit on attendance. I
The thoughts and the prayers a cheer leader and an unusually be construed as any personal op- sters.
Combs took office.
has a strong following all over the
was tardy for the class. It began of a saddened area go out to Mr. gifted pianist,
for which talent position to City Manager James
Waterfield says he views health. State that belongs sti ictly to him.
at 11:05 and I arrived at about and Mrs. Edwin Bugg of Clinton she was
Chairman of delivery of the education,
Robey she said: sl was for the city
also honored.
and
welfare
as the Simply because Harry Lee will be
11:20. much to Mary Jo's chagrin. in the great tragedy that struck
Edwina was driving her sister to management form of government Christmas baskets is John R. Law- main issues of his campaign.
identified with Chandler does not
(I got tied up with a long distance their family last Friday night. Clinton where
the younger girl and I worked to get it passed. A son; Screening committee chairAn unsuccessful candidate for mean that all his friends will vote
call and a visitor to the News of- Lovely Edwina Bugg, 17 and her was going to spend
the night with city manager is supposed to man is Harold Henderson. Jimmy the Democratic nomination for for Chandler because of
that allifice. Couldn't get away.) I didn't younger sister Jan, 5, were killed relatives.
She was to pick up a recommend thinss to the com- Gilbert is chairman of the Christ- governor both in 1947 and 1959. ance. But if Breathitt
is going to
even have time for Paul to write in two-car collision on Highway group of friends,
the commission mas baskets, and will purchase
return home for mission, but
Waterfield said he was moved to kick Harry Lee in the teeth .every
an excuse for my tardiness.
the food.
58 about 6:10 p. m., two miles her parents, and the group was doesn't have to accept it."
seek a second term as lieutenant time he (Breathitt) operi
his
Of Mr. Robey she said: "He's
east of Clinton.
then going to Murray to see a
(Continued on page four)
(continued on page eft-PI t)
Ted Simmons is the chairman
After the interruption that my
doing the job hi was hired to do.
Edwina, a popular junior stu- basketball game.
_
for the Children's Christmas party
entrance created, the class started dent at Hickman County High
Edwina, the driver of one of It's the city off trials I blame and co-chairman are Don Snow
back to the lesson at hand and I School, was one of those lovely the cars, was
(Continued on page eight)
pronounced dead
and Ray Terrell. They are in
tried to be as attentive as all get young people who had the ability upon arrival at the Clinton-Hickcharge of purchasing the toys, reout to follow along with the read- to make friends with adults with man County hospital and
her sisfreshments and will direct the
ing that the students were doing. the same ease that she gained the ter died while being rushed
by an
children's "shopping spree."
To Mary Jo's further chagrin I confidence &nil friendship of her ambulance to a Memphis
hospital.
had forgotten my glasses at the fellow students, church and social The younger child reportedly
died
The importance id ..s, leiimIng Sto.. st a I' M.
• ss,
office and I had to hold the book associates. Several years ago Ed- of head injuries.
limitation of every kind will be be "How Christian Science' Reabout three feet away from me wina participated in a Spelling
The driver of the other car inThe BeelertiM i -TA is sponsorbrought out in a free public lec- moves Limitation."
to even get the blur of the lines Bee of the Air over Radio Station volved was John W. Isbell of ing a spaghetti sipper Thursday
ture given in Fulton. Kentucky. on
A former, newspaperman. Mr.
out of my eyes. At this far dis- WFUL. As in her every endeavor Hickory, Ky., an employe of night, November 29, from 5:30
to
Tuesday. November 27, by Ralph Cessna was born ,in Battle Creek,
tance Mary Jo couldn't see, so she was conscientious, competent Pyramid Insurance Company. He 7 p. m. in the -chool cafeteria.
W. Cessna of Chicago.
Michigan. He worked on newsmy blindness deferred to her and studious. Her pleasing man- was taken to the Fuller-Morgan Drinks and horsemade pies will
All persons who have not had
necessity to follow along with ner and her charm brought- her hospital in Mayfield.
Mr. Cessna is on extensive tour papers in Michigan and Florida
also be served. The admission will a chest x-ray made during -the
before joining The
Christian
the class. The book came closer. more than the usual honors given
Trooper Dennis Smith said the be Adults, El and children, 50c.
past year are urged to Masa on as a member of The Christian Science Monitor
in 1929. During
Had I been graded on my abili- to deserving students. In her 4-H accident occurred at approximateBoard f Lectureship.He
There will be a cake walk and November 27 at the FultoirHealth ''
will speak 'under the auspices of World War 11 he was a captain in
ty to read frolassight, I would club competition she was honored ly 6:10 p. m., and the girls were play party after the supper. Pro- Center between the heakira
of 10
the United States Army lend was
have gotten the biggest, fattest with almost every award present- traveling west in a 1962 model ceeds will go to the Beelerton and 12 in the
morning awl 1 and irst Church of Christ, Scientist in a panel chairman
with the War
zero Mrs. Duley could have ed. She isms a drum majoreT% and
(Continued on page eight)
P-TA.
3 in the afternoon.
The church edifice at 211 Garr Labor Board
in the Chicago area.
circled. I just couldn't perform,
In 1947 he 'entered the public
that's all.
practice of Christian Science. Five
years later he became an authorWithout my glasses I settled
ized teacher of Christian Science.
down to listening attentively to
what the students were -reading,
sc. if I were called upon to anMonday. In the short span of
Mignon Doran is the kind of a person that you meet
swer some of the questions retime the couples had together
garding the passages, as the other with the mixed emotions of pride and envy. As the busy
they got in as many "do you restudents were, I could have made wife of a college president, as the head of the 15,000members" as they could and suresome kind of coherent answer. member Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs and as
ly there are many. When Mildred
Well, having gotten there late I
l'osi!;I:iStur
Ttl.as pu
and Bob were married Adrcm was
113
the active participant in every endeavor for the profound it difficult to get the conthe soloist at the wedding cere- -Mail Early for Christmas" Camtinuity of the story. At first I gress and development of Kentucky, we feel pride in the
mony and Mignon was the ac- paign into high gear today.
thought they were reading Mac- fact
she performs in all of these activities with efThe Postmaster said, "We're
companist. They manage to get in
beth, since I thought I heard one
a good long visit as many times as ready for an all time revord
ficiency,
talent
and
with
manner
with
charm.
the
In
of the students say something
possible during the year and have Christmas mail. Every facility of
about Banquo. Then I thought I that she utilizes every minute of her busy day to acnever lost that close girlhood re- the Post Office is being expanded
heard one of them read something complish all these tasks she solicits the envy of many of
lationship that has bound the four to render maximum service. Exabout bananas, so I decided it was us who wish we knew her formula
of them together all through the tra trucks and personnel have
things
getting
for
a health class and they were talkbeen added. and special -mailing
years.
ing about nutrition. So I tried to done with such apparent ease.
schedules will be set up to insure
Adron
Mignon
and
Doran
are
figure out what Banquo was doOn Monday of this week Mrs.
prompt handling of the tremendone of Kentucky's most successing eating bananas, and I realized Adron Doran, wife of the presi- her husband, whose busy life as
MIS flood of both incoming and
ful
man
and
wife
teams.
Educathat something was, but wrong, dent of Morehead College whisked an educator and civic leader is a
outgoing mail."
tion and its by-products have
with my hearing.
into Fulton for t three-club story all its own. But Mignon was
"However." the Postmaster conbeen
all-cons
uming
interests
for
Had I beenajudged on my akin- meeting of area Women's Cjubs.‘here, calm, charming and relaxed
tinued, "the. vast volume of
the
two
of
them.
In
fact
they
met
ty to comprehend, a failing-gspde She was en route, with Dr. Dorn, to such an extent that you'd think
, Christmas mail is only a part of
sketball game- TheY--ta
would have been talligOltd._2„
. 40
,
putlitobrefik• WMAZSA.mks.e.asser,
x"4"t4.114-"n
. .........ingsof_ th.e....Assormemi...a seeon
eet7
term •o
-rst
-sch
oi
.gllelh
"
-of
llW.
e -vi
4.-wg""43r-rw-41e-PrtfkelParc rlif.E1 resses are. carelesslk
th"1
.as In her7
---written
Doran
and
she
as
teacher
Mrs.
of
Adron
speech
greeted
and
(left)
is
heartily by Mrs. Vyron
president.
and Packages are pciorly wrapped
About this time I decided to dary Schools and Colleges. Here's
Mitchell, president of the Fulton Woman's Club. Mrs. Bob Brown music in several schools. For or have
where
the
comes
envy
in.
tlow
insufficient
In
addition to making her visit
postage on
ask Mary Jo what the story was
three years they taught together
(right) looks on.
program
on,ciln
ubheirnprK
o
here an official one, she also made
about and my whisper was so could Migny
at the Sylvan Shade School in them, such oversights result in
visit
delays
entuck
r
and
ty
o
disappointments
personal
, most
it
a
one. It gave her the Mignon when both were very lit- kept their close friendship intact Fulton County and for ten years
audible that Becky Mitchell turnduring her two-year term, plan occasion to visit with her long tle girls in Sedalis, Ky. Mildred through
at Wingo in Graves County. They of which can be avoided if everyed around in her seat, nearly ten
the years.
one will follow the simple reso far in advance to make her time friend, Mildred Brown, who and Mignon played together and
It was'a wonderfeil reunion for call West Kentucky home and quirements
(Continued on page eight)
released by the pogtal
own rani coincide with those of "lived across the road" fram went to school together and have
the Br ms rid t'
wans last
(Continued on Page Three)
department.

Santa Is Coming

in

Tax Advisory Member Resigns; Blames
City Officials For Failure To Face Issues

,Io's

Waterfield To
Seek Exemptions
From Sales Tax

Note Book

WFUL Again To
Assist Jaycees
In Fund Raising -

An Area Is Saddened By Deaths Of
Edwina and Jan Bugg of Clinton

Free Lecture Planned By Christian Science
Church Here With Cessna As Guest Speaker

Ifs Time For Good
Beelerton Spaghetti

Mobile X-ray Unit
Due Here' Nov. 27

.R

Woman's Club Meets New Slate President; Old Friends Visit

Mail Early And
Avoid The Rush

tffat

We Congratulate Elvis Stahr, Jr. On His New
Position; His Native State Needs Him, Too!
Our sincere congratulations go
out'this week to one of Fulton County's most famous native sons, Elvis J.
Stahr, Jr. On Monday Elvis, as he is
affectionately known in his county,
was inaugurated as the twelfth president of 142-year old Indiana University.
In feeling great pride for this distinguished Kentuckian, • for having
been named to this top level post in
the-field of education, we also feel
some regret for the statement he has
made regarding the consideration he
may be receiving to become-president
of the University of Kentucky to replace President Dickey who has resigned. Said the new college president:
am open to nothing. I am
where I want to be. I have great affection for-my Alma Mater and I enjoyed thoroughly my four years there
as,.a student and eight years on the
-faculty. but I've got a big job on my
hands and I'm giving no . thought
whatever to anything else.
, "I could not accept the job if
offered. irid I can't imagine it being
offered."
True, it would be beyond the
realm of reason for the Hickman, Ky.
native to give any thought to the
presidency of the University of Ken-

Buying TB Christmas
Seals Is Warm Feeling
The 1962 Christmas Seals are
thoroughly enchanting. The children
decorating the tree with the-doublebarred cross are boundto add extra
2hristmas cheer when you put them
in letters. cards, and packages. And
the appearance of the Seals each year
assures you that your tuberculosis
association continues to fight TB for
you in your community.
Your Christmas Seal dollars
work for .you all through the year.
Jn case detection efforts, in the education of professional people specializing in chest diseases. in . the health
-ducation of the public, in research
.0 find better methods of prevention,
diagnosis and freatmentChristmas
Seals are at work.
Christmas Seals • work all the
time to improve the general health
of the community. Christmas Seals
.are behind your TB association's unremitting efforts to find and close the
gaps in TB control.
When you contribute for Christmas Seals, you invest in your own
,_!ood health as well as the health of
your community. With TB. no one is
safe until all are safe. Christmas
Seals are traditional .expressions of
the American way of helping erne another.
If you. haven't already done so,
please send in your Christmas Seal
contribution today. And . use Christma; Seals on all your cards, letters
ind packages.

{STRICTLY BUSINESS

,

Modern Science: Freeze
Your Own Blood Supply
Almost everyone has been concerned at one time of their life with
the 'problem of securing blood for a
loved one-or friend who was about to
have an operation or needed blood
for some other reason. This problem
brought about blood banks and organizations which tried to meet this
need as easily as possible.
This problem was created mainly because of the short time limit
which blood could be stored. At the
present, it is usually stored for twenty - one days and thea disposed of.
A new process now in development which has been described by
Captain Louis Haynes. Chief Surgeon
at the Chelsea Naval Hospital, as a
freezing process in a special way to
allow blood to remain good for years
in the future. This is considered a
ma ior break-through in blood storage
and. before too many years. will probably be in wide use throughout the
country.
It it especially good from the
standpoint that an individual's own
blood is the best possible blood for
him to have given to him. With frozen blood, a person facing major surgery with a potential great blood loss
would be able to stockpile his own
blood for surgery. People with special types of blood could stockpile their
blood for any type emergency which
might arise.

The High Price Of Neglect
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Scum .11o14's Scisarzlicao4
YOU TELL ON YOURSELF

tucky at this particular time. But we
are saddened by the finality of his
statement that coming back to Kentucky, for any reason, is a remote possibility any time in the foreseeable
future.
There was a time when Elvis
Stahr, Jr. was Secretary of the Army
we thought, that when this mission
was accomplished he might come
back to Kentucky to make the State
his future home. More than once, and
even as early as a year ago, a good
many thinking people were mentioning Mr. Stahr as a possible candidate
for governor in next year's primary.
This was before the Chandler candidacy became a published reality and
Governor Combs was giving only.
token consideration to the man he
would support for the State's highest
office. The persistent rumor regarding Stahr, sounded too good to be
true, yet a good many influential peor:
t:•le were hoping it could happen. And
it might some day, but obviously not
anytime.in the near future.
In his new position we wish our
eloge friend, Elvis Stahr, Jr. much
,,uccess. We hope that if ever he finds
his mission accomplished there he
will come back to his native State to
give us the benefit of his superior
ability and talent for doing well, any
job he attempts.

SERMONE-TTE OF THE WEEK

This has been the bloodiest of
;:enturies. More than 80 million human- beings have perished in brutal
warfare. slave labor camps, gas chambers of wholesale purges.
A moral breakdown stemming

by 1.4eFeetlei;

You tell what you are by the friends you seek,
By the very manner in which you speak,
By the way you employ your leisure time,
By the use you make of dollar and dime.
You tell what you are by the things you wear,
By the spirit in which your burdens bear,
By the kind of things on which you laugh,
By records you play on the phonograph.
You tell what you are by the way you walk,
By the things of which you delight to talk,
By the, manner in which you bear defeat,
By so simple a thing as how you eat.
By the books you choose for the well-filled shelf;
In these ways and more, you tell on yourself.
So there's really no particle of sense
In any effort at false pretense.
—THE WAR CRY
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A SMILE

"What's your secret for keeping

a

clean desk?"

KNOW YOUR STATE
GOVERNMENT

We are often asked what is the
relationship
between
mental
health and religion.
In actuality each man has some
spiritual relationship to God. This
is a personal kind of relationship'
and is different for each person.
Most people develop this relationship through a church. The
form of worship and the individual beliefs may vary, but man's
relationship to God helps him find
meaning in his existence now and
after death.
Since religious life is a part of
every man's existence, it is important that we recognize it as
also part of good mental health.
Thus, contrary to what people
have sometimes mistakenly
thought, religion and psychiatry
are not in opposition to each
other.
Both religion and mental health
are concerned with the "whole"
person, not just a pui t. Both consider love as the highest interpersonal value; both are concerned with reducing
ffering and
anxiety as well'as supporting the
- person in such experiences. Many
-psychiatrists are de eply religious
and count heavily upon religious
resources in helping their patients.
A few clergymen are also pay-chiatrists, and many clergymen •
suggest to their members that
they get help from psychiatric
resources.'
In addition to having a relationship with his God, a mentally
healthy person should have a
solid and realistic understanding
of this relationship.

Being religious does not mean
that a person will be spared all
tragedies or heartbreaks, and obviously a devout person may get
sick physically and emotionally.
A religious person, however, will
have spiritual strengths and faith
to help him when there are such
occasions.
A mentally healthy person
realizes that he must not use God
or his church simply to justify
what he wants to do. This often
happens - with emotionally-disturbed people An extreme example would be a man Who believes that God wants him to
destroy certain individuals whom
he perscnally dislikes. Similarly,
groups sometimes may persecute
other groups in the name of their
church or their God.
A mentally healthy person realizes too that while fellowship of
me mbers is an important part of
church and religious life, it does
not in itself establish a man's relationship to God.
A person must realize.that for
good men/hi health he must participate in the activities of his
church in more than just a passive, spectator, receiving way. He
can participate to help the. church
become an effective force for human betterment in the community
and an institution from which its
members may benefit.
And finally. a mentally healthy
person in establishing his relationship to God will receive guidance and inspiration in setting his
personal goals and will receive
spiritual strength to assist him in
their attainment.
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100 Years Ago This Week

An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Ken.
1 tucky, as r( viewed hy the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
1
By JOE JORDAN
(Kentucky Civil War ('ommission)
One hundred years ago this
week the Louisville
Journal,
'strongly pro-Union newspaper
edited by outspoken George D.
Prentice, impartially denounced
both sides for executing a total of
25 men in southeastern Kentucky early in November. Sixteen
men, charged with being bushwhackers (civilians illegally firing upon troops), had been hanged by Confederate soldiers of Lt.
Gen. Edmund Kirby Smith's retreating army in the vicinity of
Cumberland Gap. In retaliation,
Union men had hanged nine Confederate soldiers, described by the
Louisville newspaper as sick or
wounded men left behind by the
Southern troops as they withdrew from the state.

Confederacy. He argued that it
would be to the advantage of
slave-holders to keep the state in
the Union, since they could rely
upon President Lincoln's statement in his inaugural address
that he had "no purpose directly
or indirectly to interfere with the
institution of slavery in the states
where it exists." But if Kentucky
seceded and the Confederacy became a separate nation, Prentice
said, runaway Kentucky slaves
who got across the Ohio River
would not be returned to their
owners.

from selfishness is weakening the
family, church and school and is helping the forces of Godless hate in their
all-out effort to subjugate the entire
earth in our lifetime.
In the same proportion as person
after person lives only for self or for
"us four, no more" and not for the
common good of all,so the more chaos
is bound to result.
Yet by God's grace we have in
our hands the solution for many human ills.
The French journalist and author, Francois Mauriac, spoke of this
with sorrowful regret when he said:
"It is obvious that a politics inspired
by Christian humanism would have
spared us seas of blood, would have
saved us from innumerable crises and
would have, preserved us-, from the
shame which we now falter."

While the first sixteen had been
Another Kentuckian who was
hanged on charges that they had
bitter about the same thing was
themselves been guilty of crimes.
Lt. U. S. Johnson of the 17th
Prentice pointed out that there
Kentucky (Union) Infantry. He
had not been even a pretense that
-resigned his commission in prothe nine disabled Confederates 'test.
Arrested and sent in irons to
had done anything for which they a
military prison at Louisville, he
should be punished: they had been later
was released and ordered
executed purely in retaliation for back
to his regiment because no
the first hangings. His conclusion formal
charge had been filed. He
was that both sides had been
again resigned. That time he was
"guilty of murder.
charged with "mutinous language
Prentice's protest was to go un- and insubordinate. action" and
was dismissed from the service.
heeded. Throughout the rest of
the Civil War there would be During the week under review, in
hasty hangings and retaliatory ex- the presence of the whole regiment at Bowling Green, Johnson
ecutions, the latter sometimes in
was stripped of his rank and exthe ratio of four to one. It was a
wise
inwery,it
barbarous practice
what otherrtiv
. pelled. He had a brother, Col.
Adam Johnson, in the Confederate
wes_airous sort of warfare, and it par- --States Army.
ticularly afflicted Kentucky.

There was never yet a truly great 7.
man that was not at the same time
truly virtuous.
—Franklin

Prentice had everted all the influence of Kentucky's largest
newspaper to keep the Comrrionwealth in the Union at a time
when many leading citizens favored seceding and going with the

A smile is quite a funny thing
It wrinkles up your face,
And when it's gone you never find
Its secret hiding place.
But far more wonderful it is
To see what smiles can do:
You smile at one, he smiles at you,
And so one smile makes two.
He smiles at someone since you smiled,
And then that one smiles back;
And that one smiles until in truth
You fail in keeping track.
And since a smile can do great good
By cheering hearts of careLet's smile and smile and not forget
That smiles go everywhere.
—VAN BUREN COLLEY
"Going to church doesn't make you a Christian any more than
going to a garage makes you an automobile."
—Billy Graham
Too often, one-way minds are "closed for repairs."

personal budgets vary•••
40 do auto financing plans
but there's only one best plan,
if economy counts with the
purchaser: OF NEW 1963 MODELS

a bank auto loan!
7

13

PER

SAVE on Financing
SAVE on Insurance

YEAR
AltD

No Red Tape

ON

INSTALLMENT LOAN DEPT.

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Prentice was bitter about the
Emancipation Proclamation which,
as President Lincoln had announced in September, would go
into effect January 1, 1863, but he
remained loyal to the Union.

MORE FOOD!
The daily food allowance for
each State mental hospital patient
is now 11 cents more than the
January 1960 allowance.

The RAMSEY—T7120 Series by ADMIRAL'
Color TV with Decorator Lowboy Stand

Ultra-slim consolette TV styling. 24,000 volt
transformer-powered chassis with 50% brighter color
pictures.
Two-control simplified color tuning. Ultra
-sensitive
tuner. Duo-cone speaker. Lighted channel
indicator.
Automatic preset fine tuning. Available in following
models: T7120—Charcoal, T7121—Walnut, T7122—Mabliftany. Grained finish on metal.
357/" h.,
30/
3
4" w., 223
/
4" d. (Decorator stand included).

WOOD & pnurrr
•TELEVISION•
300 Walnut St.

Phone 211

The News reports your - - -

Miss Cathey Is .
H
Bridal Shower

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway"
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
(Continued from page one)
every opportunity that presents
itself they accept to come to
Western Kentucky.
It is no wonder that Mignon
talked on her subject "Expanding
Horizons Through Quality Service" when she addressed the
Woman's Club Monday afternoon.
Seizing upon every opportunity
to expand the services offered by
the Woman's Club, Mignon is enlisting the energies of the 257
clubs in Kentucky to embrace the
CARE program for literacy in
Iran, Pakistan, Mexico and Turkey. She is encouraging local
groups to take part in the $50,000.00 commonity improvement
programs sponsored by a national
department store chain. She seeks
to have her clubs capture the two
$500 scholarships offered by a
national gasoline distributor. She
makes it clear, the importance of
members and officers attending
all the district, regional, state and
national meetings of the organization so that in association with
other women the messages can be
brought home to the individual
communities.
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During her term of office she
plans to have seminars in all nine
Women's Clubs districts. The
meetings will be held in the
spring and will cover the subject
of self - improvement through
speech and communications and
home life and home improvement.
To these seminars will be invited
women in all other branches of
women's work so that the exchange of ideas can better improve the status of women the
world over.
Yes, the visit of Mignon Doran
to the Woman's Club Monday afternoon, at which guests from the
Hickman and Clinton clubs were
welcomed, can be compared to a
breath of spring enthusiasm in
the dark, dreary apathetic days
of winter.

ODELS
Mildred, program chairman ,in
Mignon
of
introduction
her
brought out that she had taught
music and drains in high school,
that she had held many offices in
different clubs. That recently a
new honor was bestowed on her
when a new girl's dormitory at
Morehead College, Morehead, Ky.
was named "Mignon Hall".
Barbara Brown, a Junior Music
Department member, delighted

the group with two vocal ntimbers. "Give Us This Day" by Bobby Day, and "Christopher Robin
Saying His Prayers" by Simpson
preceding the program. Mrs.
Nelson Tripp accompanied her at
the piano.
Guests were received by the
honored guest, Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, Mrs. R. 0. Brown and the
hostesses, Mrs. Robert Batts,
Chairman, Mrs. Earl Collins, Mrs.
Smith Brown, Mrs. Robert Graham, Mrs. W. C. Jacob and Mrs.
Harry Allison.
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Woman's
Club president, and Mrs. Ernest
Cardwell, chairman of the host
Drama and Literature Department, presided at the tea and coffee silver service. The tea table
was overlaid with a lace cloth
lined with green. A beautiful centerpiece of yellow mums was
flanked with yellow tapers in silver candle holders. Dainty cookies, nuts, and mints, decorated in
club colors, were served.
•
The club house was beautifully
decorated. The mantel held an
arrangement of green magnolia
blossoms in a black compote and
a black candelabrum with green
candles. An arrangement of yellow mums was on both the speaker and registration tables. In the
background was an arrangement
of colored fall leaves.
Mrs. James Green presided at
the registration table.
Mrs. Mitchell opened the meeting by welcoming all the guests
The club collect and the pledge to
the flag_were given by Mrs. Hendon Wright.
Guests were members of the
Clinton Woman's Club; Mrs. D.
Alexander and Mrs. J. C. Alderice
of Sedalia, Ky.; Mrs. G. B.
Henson, Wingo, Ky.; Mrs. L. S.
Jakobe. Bonne Terre, Missouri;
Mrs. William Ellen, Lexington,
Ky.: Mrs. H. B. Houston, Mrs.
Bobby Scates, Mrs. Lester Betty
and Mrs. J. E. Campbell, Fulton.
The distinguished guest was
honored at a luncheon at the Park
Terrace before the meeting.
Margaret and Elson McGuire
are the kind of folks who spend
their lives making other people
as happy as can be. Active in so
many things, it's a wonder they
are able to do as much as they do.
Last week the McGuires and their
son Danny Jo were hosts to the

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
cing

Fulton, Ky.
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Honest Cabbie

Just as they did some years ago at Mildred and Bob Brown's
wedding, Dr. Adron Doran and Mrs. Doran (left) "stand up" with
their old friends for a Fulton visit.
members of the 1962 South Fulton
Red Devils football team, the
cheerleaders and the escorts for
the honored guests. That's quite a
number of people, we'll have you
know, but if the McGuires were
bothered by the number it was
something new, and you can bet it
wasn't The basement of the McGuire home was a mighty gay
and festive place, for the Red
Devils had a lot to celebrate and
they couldn't have done so with
nicer folks.
The "hospitality room" was all
decorated in the school colors
with other mementoes around the
room indicating the school's spirit
and colors. It was a real fun
party. Assisting the McGuires in
entertaining their guests were
Coach Roland Bell, who came in
for his share of cheering. Principal Lester Betty and Mr. and
Mrs. M. H. Warren. Congratulations to the McGuires for .being
wonderful hosts and congratulations to the Red Devils, et al, for
being wonderful sports.
And another pat on the back to
Ruth Louise Butts, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Butts, who has
recently been approved for membership into Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
Louise was one of thirty-six
outstanding seniors on the University of Tennessee campus at
Knoxville selected to receive this
national recognition.
Among her major activities at
the University, Louise has to
her credit membership in Mortar
Board, the senior women's honor
society, the presidency of Delta
Gamma Sorority, and her recent
selection as a Homecoming finalist. She is also presently editing
the University of Tennes.see annual for her second consecutive
year.
Here 'n there: Welcome back to
Fulton Mrs. Lennis
Williams.
Everybody has missed you these
past twenty years while you lived
in Jackson, Tenn. and mostly
your mother, Mrs. A. L. Shuck ...
And another welcome back to
Mrs. M. E. Berry, who has been
visiting with kith and kin for the
past three months. Mrs. Berry's
friends surprised her with a wonderful pot luck dinner on her return and it's for sure they're glad
to have her around again. . . .
"Get well quick wishes" are extended to Fred Sawyer who was
hospitalized at the Obion County
Hospital. That's what happens to
a fellow who works for more
than 35 years, then takes it easy.
The rest is in a strange place and
causes complications, eh Fred?
Knoxville. Tenn. is a far piece
away, but not too far to travel
when a great football game is at
the other end of the travel. Ruby
and Maxwell McDade and Martha
and R. V. Putnam composed one
group of rooters for the Ole MissTenn football Classic there last
Saturday. Ward and Sara Johnson and Louise and Bob Binford
were in another party and as fa!
as we know the loyalty to the
teams was about divided. Reports
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A Complete Line By
MARTIN - SENOUR

parents and a lot of "old-timers" Page 3
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Paul likes to visit with when he's
in his native land. We wish for • ----vr.i---npopiempromparigumo
Diggs, Mrs. Herbert Cathey. Mr•.
you and yours the happie,t
Harold Wallace, Mrs. NiIIIT1.1.
Thanksgiving you ever had.
Rhodes, Mrs. Horace Cathey, the
honoree and bostesses.
onored With
We've got to tell this one on
For her shower. Miss
Charles Reams and hope he
wore a three-piece, beve knitt,
doesn't mind. Charles works so
• suit from her trousseau.
hard, is so conscientious about
everything he does, that someMiss Sarah Cathey ,.., - the
times he forgets the time of day. guest of honor at a bridal slo er
Story goes that Charles walked Thursday night at the hint- of
into the Pepsi-Cola plant this Mrs. J. P. Ellison, etwington
York - A Pror:l...!,,!. ctriter
week and' one of the employees Co-hostess
was
Mrs. I l•
said something about being off
Thursday and Charles gave%a
double-take to wonder why. Said eCdaC
with
)r k'rh:t2c:11,‘1 evs
sgeev,h•'
al'I.
;irsrrhsta
n(
;
oe
tah
one of the boys: "It's Thanks-- going to Mrs. John Petersue.
-s
Polier• reprUrtelf later !hurt it Iregiving Day and I'll bet you hope
IViansfivld and MrsIt
ma It ho was ;chulong 'iito a
it rains so we can't go huntin". Swearingen.
lir.,•,.‘•
.!
New Yotk (7,ty far
,
111111
That's a little exaggerated beb,.
sel•%••,1
Refreshments were
cause Charles has been taking the hostesses.
things a little easier lately, but
Those attending and
even slowing up makes him still
gifts were: Mrs. James Mr I:
a mighty, mighty busy fellow.
Mrs. Russcl Swearingen,
Don Swearingen, Mrs. Lewis
Harry Allison of West State Smith,. Miss Joy . Fly. 1%1 i
ITS HERE
!
Line is visiting his son. Norman Mansfield,
The Sensational New Invention
'• •
Miss
in Garden Grove, California, and Daugherty, Miss Lind.,
Sutherland's "MEI' Truss
••
other relatives. We'd love to get Mrs. Ishmael Watts, Mrs. .,
No Belts — No Straps —
a full report on Norman one of Porter, Mrs. John Peter-ror,
No Gefurs
these days. You remember he was Gilbert Bowlin, Mrs. Willie Hi,.
Approved by Doctors — The
one of the panelists on WFUL's ra. Miss Kay French.
r
Wcrid's Most Comfortable
"21 Questions" that held your in— Valentine, Mrs. R. E
Tri..33
•
terest on the airwaves for so Dorothy Erranton, AL:: I •
1
long.
CITY DRUG CO.
Thorpe, Miss Anna 11 irdy.
Futon
108 I ale, St
Bonnie Weaks, Miss Levon
AlmOst any beggar, helped three ran. Mrs. ors Davis. Mrs. Duro!
MIIMINI1116
if
times in a row will get miffed
the fourth trip is fruitless.

from the sidelines indicate that
there was other ixcitement at the
game besides the players battling
it out in the ft ld. It was real
football weather in Fulton; we
weather rehaven't received
port from Knox% le, yet.
Elizabeth Cal& ell and Irene
White were expi•cted home before the holidays after a visit in
Lexington with dine and Matt
DeBoor and family: Little Irene
DeBoor has been a very interesting visitor in the home of her
grandparents and other relatives
and Elizabeth's and Irene's mission was to delivi r that vivacious
youngster to her home so she
could eat Thanksgiving turlee%
with her own fan
_
The Thanksgivn g holiCi.ys will
bring home many folks to Fulton
from schools and colleges and
from points all cner these United
States. And some people, like us,
will be travelling i good distance
to visit with folk: far away. We'll
be in St. Joseph, Missouri for the
v.teek-end visiting with Paul's
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Greenfield Monument Works

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

In Operation 61 Tears

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

' C'

Clocks and Time
1Vatt hes
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Coat
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Fulton
Call CA

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293

AmomommemomilIMMEMINIMINI.111111111.11111K

REVIVAL
- - AT THE - -

Church Of The Nazarene
NOVEMBER 25 THRU DECEMBER 9
Services 7:30 P. M. Daily

JOHN K. WORKMAN
OF SARASOTA, FLORIDA

EVANGELIST
(Special Singing each Evening)_

Rev. Workman
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tour home at low cost!
Newest Fashions
For Every Room!
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EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Fulton Phone 35
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1

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
‘f been hopint, for a forY011.
eNtra vomula like this
ter:), to support• positive sense
of vettbeing and mental alertness. It provides important Iwotropes, 23 well as the more corn•
plena vitamin-minerat proteceoh
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

WELCOME
TO THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE, CORNER
OF LAUREL AND GREENSTREETS, FULTON, KY.
— RILEY LAWRENCE, JR., PASTOR —
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John Asbell

DEATHS

Bronze Plaque
Awarded C of C
For Best Folder

WATERFIELD-(Continued on page eight)
governor "by a deep desire to be
of service to the people of my
state."
After reading a statement declaring his candidacy, Waterfield
held a question-answer period in
which he emphatically contradicted reports that he had consented
to run for lieutenant governor on
Chandler's promise to support
him for governor in 1967.
Mack Walters, Chandler's campaign chairman, later denied a report said to be circulating in
Owensboro that
Chandler, if
elected, would resign as governor
after two years so Waterfield
could succeed him in the office.
Walters, in the absence of Waterfield, called the report "ridiculous, fantastic, and untrue."
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John Asbell, member of a pioIn adversity. I will spare no efneer tayce family, died Friday
fort to keep your continued conafternoon, November 16, at the
fidence. I am sure the future holds
Fulton Hospital following an exgreat promise.
tended illness. A prominent resiSincerely,
FULTON HOSPITAL
Freeland Johnson, a well known dent of the Cayce community, Mr.
Harry Lee Waterfield
W. P. Burnette, President of the
Asbell died at the-age of 82.
expert
alcohofic
tax
and
beverage
Mrs. Will Maxam, Mrs. Buford
He was born July 7, 1880 in Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of
dealer
Sunday
died
night,
NovemSisson, 1...e1a Pirtle, L. A. McClain,
Brooks AFB Texas
Fulton County, the son of the late Commerce, has been presented
Mrs. Geinafe Carter. Mrs. Guy ber 18 at the Hillvfew Hospital.
A. F. Box 1504
Thomas A. and Mollie Nesbitt with an engraved bronze plaque
Irby, and Mrs. George Hall, all of Mr. Johnson had been in failing
October 24 1962
Asbell. His grandfather, Aaron for the best community folder
Dear Jo and Paul:
Fulton; Sol Hancock. Mrs. C. F. health for many months and had
Asbell was one of the first set- or booklet entered by the
Pennington, Mrs. Herman St. been hospitalized on many octlers of the Cayce area. -His wife, Twin Cities in the Tennessee
I hope you and your family are
John. all of Route 1, Fulton: casions.
Susie Bondurant Asbell preceded Community Program for 1962
well and enjoying a beautiful fall
Lewis Burke, Loney Anderson,
The
presentation
him
death
in
1958.
in
was made by
He was born in Fulton County,
in Kentucky. How I wish I were
Mrs. Gerald Powell all of Route
Survivors include three daugh- Clyde Briggs, of the Tennessee
there!
3. Fulton; Mrs. Jim Pursell, Route September 26. 1898. the son of the
Department
ters,
Jack
Mrs.
of
Allen,
Fulton,
Conservatio
Mrs.
n and
Am in my fourteenth week in
4. Fulton; Mrs. Cecil Milford, late James C. and Mollie UnderJames Byrd, Fulton and Miss Commerce, at the meeting of the
the Air Forte National Guard,
Route 1, Water Valley. Nedra wood Johnson. His wife preceded
Twin
'Cities
Adna
Mae
Asbell
Developmen
Cayce;
of
four
in
him
death
t
stationed
September 11, 1962.
Assonow at Brooks AFB,
Carter and Mrs. James Eidson,
sons, Edward Asbell, Oakton; ciation last Monday.
studying aerospace medicine. The
Water Valley. Route 2. Mrs. James
Survivors include three daugh- Robert Asbell, Fulton; Fred As-' In presenting the plaque, Mr.
course
is rough but interesting.
Fulcher, South Fulton; James ters, Mrs. Katherine Briggs, Baton
bell, Cayce ,and Raymond Asbell, Briggs commended
the Twin
My first eight weeks were in tryByrd and,William T. Dillon, both Rouge. La., Mrs. Mary Carey
of Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. W. Cities for submitting the best
ing
basic
training at Lackland
Crutchfield; Mrs. Nora Huss, Briggs, Louisville, and Mrs. Pat
.
W. Koonce of Wingo and Miss brochure, stating that in a contest
AFB. Both bases are near San
Wingo. Jim Holt. and Mrs. Claud O'Connell, Louisville; a brother,
Mag Asbell of Crutchfield; and of this kind the Twin Cities are
Antonio, a city predominantly
Kimbell. Route 1. Wingo; Mrs. Fred Johnson. Renova, Pa., and
considered as one town.
eight grandchildren.
military and Mexican.
Danny Swift. Cayce Hall both of seven grandchildren.
Three brochures were submitNaturally, I prefer,. Kentucky
Funeral services, were held NoDukedom. Tenn: Mrs. Fred 0'ted, containing industrial inforlife and look forward to return„ 'Nov. 19, 1962
Services were held at 2 p. m. vember 17 at the Hornbeak FunNeal. Route I. Clinton; S. B. Petty.
mation about Fulton and South
ing home. Am hopeful of leaving
Fano Farm. Mrs. Jbhn Loch- Tuesday at the Hornbeak Funeral eral Home Chapel. Rev. Norman
Fulton. They were compiled by My Dear Friend:
for home November 17; however,
Home Chapel. with Rev; W. 0. Orr officiated and burial was in
ridge. Haute 4. Dresden, Tenn.
the Industrial Committee of the
Beard officiating. Interment was Ebenezer Cemetery.
"There is a tide in the affairs the Cuban crisis could keep me
Chamber of Commerce with the
here indefinitely.
in Greenlea cemetery.
of men,
HILL VIEW HOSPITAL
cooperation of the West Tennessee
Hope to see you soon after reWhich, taken at the flood, leads
Industrial Association, of which
turning.
Mrs. Emma Petty. Dukedom,
on to fortune;
South Fulton is a member, and
I do hope Wyatt wins the SenMrs. Carrey Brown. Mrs. Ray
Omitted,-all the vGyage of their
the Kentucky Department of 'coate race. It seems close, according
Jackson. Mrs. Billy Stewart. Mrs.
life
nomic
Development.
to the clippings I receive.
E. W. Crider, Hess Russell, Ida
Is bound in shallows and in
Carol Soles. Odessa Haley and
Best wishes, Jo and Paul.
Roy C. Vowell died suddenly of
migeries.
The plaque and brochures are
Mary Smith, all of Fulton; Dickey a heart attaqk early Sunday mornFondly,
On such a full sea are we now
now on display in the window of
Wiley. Neil Clinard, Allen La- ing, November 18. He was a well
Carroll Hubbard
afloat;
the Chamber of Commerce office
cornu. all of South Fulton; John known resident of McConitell,
And we must take the current
and the public is invited to go by
Cole. Coleman .Tackson and Roy Tenn.
His youth and a lack of long and see them.
when it serves,
Stephen, Jr.. Water Valley: Kent
Mr. Vowel', 59. was bprn in experience didn't stand in the
Or lose our ventures."
Ilivens and Mrs. R. P. Bivehs, Martin, Tenn., December 8. 1903, way of Coach Roland Bell of
I didn't think this up, but I bean'of Star Route. Mayfield: Mrs. the son of Wess Vowell and the South Fulton to produce a winBuckeye, Ariz. — A local gas
WASH AND WEAR
lieve every word of it. Therefore,
Ella Mae Coleman. Union City, late Mrs Vowell.
ning football team. Nor did it
I am making my plans to ask the station was the wedding site for
Miami
—
Late
one
night a womTenn.
Lawrence Woody and Marilyn
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. stand in the way of the judges an
was seen in a coin laundry people of Kentucky once again to
Lyvenia Vowell; four sons, Jasper who selected this outstanding
Baca.
standing near a drier clutching nominate and elect me Lieutenant
Vowell, Bob Vowel!, and Jim athlete as 'Coach of the Year" by
It seemed an odd place for a
JONES HOSPITAL
Governor.
her coat tightly around her.
wedding, but, Woody explained
Vowell, all of Fulton and Thomas the Reelfoot Conference at a dinBert Cashon. Mildred Freeman. Vowel!. Louisville; two
I
hope
my decision meets with that while he was an attendant at
The machine slopped and
daughters, ner of the Coaches and Principals
she
John Worley. Mrs. Bertha Low- Mrs. Maggie 'Cummings. Lexing- held at Reelfoot
Lake last -week. gathered up a handful of clothes, your approval. I need your help, the station he fell in love with
ery. Mrs. Henry Bethel. Mrs. ton and Mrs. Janie Iludleston,
your
prayers,
your suggestions Miss Baca who was a frequent
Although he is the youngest stepped into a restroom
and and support.
lie rtha Stephens. Mrs. -King Rose Fulton; his father. Wess
customer. They wanted to be marVowel] high school coach in the state of emerged carrying the coat
but no
anti Bobby Collier. all of Fulton; of McConnell and 15
In
the
past.
you
have stood by ried where they met and fell in
grandchil- Tennessee and this was his first laundry,
Mrs. ()zion Blass, Dukedom; Mrs. dren.
me
in
success
an'
sustained me love.
year as head-coach, his team at
Neil Frields, Route 3, Martin:
Services were held at the Doug South Fulton was co-champion of
Paul Pennell and Mrs. Charles Murphy Funeral Chapel
in Mar- the Reelfoot Conference. A naLuther, and baby,- Union City, tin on Monday. Interment
was in tive of Sharon. Coach Bell is a
E:0,t Side Cemetery, Martin.
graduate of Bethel College at McKenzie, Tenn. Laskyear he served
as assistant coach at Greenfield
High School. He came to South
Fulton as head coach three weeks
before the opening of school and
Paul Evans Shaw. 85. died developed one of the best teams
Mrs. Charles F. Pennington. the Thursday night, November 15, in in the history of the school.
cnmetent nurse supervisor at Obion County General Hospital 'South Fulton's football team
Haws Memorial Nursing Home, following an extended illness.
won several honors at the banMr. Shaw, a retired farmer, was quet. The Red Devils were prereeds a nurse. Mrs. Pennington
born
in
the
State
Line
painfully ,burned last week
communi- sented a beautiful championship
ty and was a deacon in Poplar trophy as co-champion
when ,,ht, attempted to rennwe
s with
burnimt skitllet of crease from her Grove Baptist Church. He was Dresden in the Conference. South
ir member of the Woodmen of the Fulton and Dresden played
home to the back ,.eard.
to a
In doing so. she fell and the World.
13-13 tie in the conference playgrea,A, covered parts of her body.
Survivors include '
,is wife, Mrs. off at Martin.
thken to the Fulton - Hos- Vrrinia Thomp- tn Shaw: two
we hope that she is rest- sons! Paul T. Shaw, - Union City
TWO LOSSES, UGH!
imt. wen. She is the Mother of :Ind William M. Shaw of near
Our Christmas Club checks
Tf.la•,,sa Pennington ,the :tar
Hickman; two daughters, Mrs. Lu- „South Fulton boys and girls
for 1962 will be in the mail
f ,rm-r of the trio -Two Aches and cian -Isbell of near Ilickrnan and basketball teams lost to
Obion
this weekend... bringing adhi P..m".
Mrs. William Dempsey qf Nova, Central in an exciting basketball
Ohio; a sister, Mrs. M. B. Shaw, game Tuesday night. The boys
ded pleasure and happiness
PAY
CISL)
lliekrnan: eight
011
,b
,
grandchildren lost their game by a score of 70
TO
for those we have been priviKNOWS HER SUBJECT"
and one great-grandchild.
to 41 and the girls lost with a 34
leged to serve. Many a Santa
ONE H uir,401E_ c4. ov
Services were held Saturday af- to 32 score in favor of Obion Cenr
around Fulton will be greatly
NV;o: the ,ihteetti the talk chosen ternoon
at the White-Ranson tral
1,y
Charlie Burrow when she Funeral Home Chapel. Interment
o
helped with this additional
o20LLAR
to the Fulton Lions Club was in Mt. Zion Cemetery.
ready cash for Christmas!
Jot ,veek at the Park Terrace. A
.
*to
deliver a 111,1re'
Los Angelus — John Parris and
o,b cannot bo foutvl
his wife Were riding along discussing which car to buy. Parris
wanted one kind his wife another.
Word
-Ived Friday
In 1947 The Fulton Bank
To stress her point, she gestured
mornitn. 7',:oveml,er 16. of the
began this service to the com.bath t,f Mrs. Allie C. Roifer, the with the sack indicating that to
former Ivy Milner of Fulton buy the car her husband wanted
munity and to its customers,
Come to the
Mrs. Roper died in La Crecenter. v.-as like throwing money away.
and has watched with pleasOnt the bag went and landed in
Calif. after it lengthy illness. Her
ure the continued growth of
husband preceded her in death a storM drain 15 feet below the
surface of
ground. While try,everal years ago.
the CHRISTMAS CLUB idea
ing to fish it out a nearby filling
in Fulton to its present high
Mrs. Don Smith, the former station washed down the driveSara Clark Roper, daughter, was way' and the water carried sack
level. If you have been a
the only survivor.
and money away.
member, you know what we
They drove att ay in silence.
mean if you have never joined
Funeral services and interment
All CONDITIONED
were in Forest Lawn Memorial.
a CLUB, join our new one, Be Sure. . Mail Early
The follvyving persons were
patients in the Fulton Hospitals
Wednesday:

Freeland Johnson

letters To Editor

Youth Is No
Barrier; Coach
Bell Honored

Roy C. Vowel!

Wed At Gas Station

Nurse Needs Nurse
And That's For Sure

Fader Than Police
Waterbury, Conn. — After reporting his car was missing, John
C. Adomelis became impatient
waiting for a report from the police.
First he borrowed another car
and went out looking for his stolen sedan. But, this method was
too slow.
So he drove to the airport,
climbed on his plane,' and began
looking for his car. In a few
minutes he saw it near the railroad tracks.
Jacob Riis, Danish-American
philanthropist and editor, first
proposed the Christmas Seal way
of raising funds to fight tuberculosis.

How to liven up
a lunch box
Meat—cheese—egg—almost any
kind of sandwich tastes new and
wonderful when you use Miracle
Sandwich Spread. It's made by
KRAFT.

Miracle
Sandwich Spro.ad

51,432 50

Paul Shaw

BEING MAILED TO FULTON BANK CHRISTMAS CLUB MEMBERS!

AO'

Down The Drain

Mrs. Allie Roper

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

•,00%

starting November 26!

• FREE PARKINS
• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM
• 1 FINE RESTAURANTS

ELVISPRESLEY

,

;
IN

JOIN THE 1963 FULTON BANK CHRISTMAS CLUB

• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• 1500 FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED

eurtit

You are your own Santa Claus, when
you're a member of our Christmas Club,
for you give yourself the worry-free way
to pay Christmas and year-end bills . . .
buy something extra for yourself. Small
amount,.saved regularly, does it!

So next year be 'Santa" to yourself.

JOIN OUR 1963 CHRISTMAS
CLUB AND SAVE A LITTLE
EACH WEEK.

TICHNICOLOV
6,3171. STEW/A.1T
Mins. Dir.

1.2051
J•• 11111

sliA STEVENS um SLATE umi Gib*
A PUNT CEASE

rex ilia irstr.um

Starts

HOME OF THE FAMOUS

BELL TAVERN

Thursday - 7- BIGDAYS
Continuous Showing THANKSGIVING
Day - Box Office Opens At

9

1010,LID SPMALT. ES

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS

1 P. M.

FULTON BANK

I.. •

PER TURING

atiA

—PHONE 12—

Safety—Service—Satisfaction

Member F. D. I. C.

— After reissing, John
e impatient
from the p0-

the airport,
and began
. In a few
ear the rail,
.sh-American
editor, first
as Seal way
ght tubercu-

CARD OF THANKS
It is with the deepest appreciation that we take this means of
saying thanks to all of you who
helped in so many ways to lighten the loss of our husband and
father. We have no words with
which to express our gratitude for
your many kindnesses.
Mrs. Lynn Bryant
Omer Bryant
Claude Bryant
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Purse11
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byrd
MOTEL MANAGERS NEEDED
Men, women, couples needed;
over 25. High School education
not necessary. Short inexpensive
course at home followed by two
weeks" of practical training in a
modern motel. For interview,
write giving address, occupation,
phone
number to American
Motels, Inc., Ill No. 7th St., P. 0.
Box 160, Las Vegas, Nevada,
Dept. A.
FOR SALE: 3-bedroom, twostory house next to Milton School
at 315 Anderson Street. A real
bargain; owner leaving town. See
F. M. Vanderford, phone 1113.
FOR SALE: 47-foot Star house
trailer; excellent condition. Priced
to sell. Call OL-3-6480 in Clinton;
Ted Jewell.

'most any
s new and
se Miracle
s made by

STEADY LEADS — Are you
tired of spending 80 percent of
your time on prospecting? If you
are, see me. I will furnish 5 to 7
definite _appointments per day.
This is no get rich quick deal but
earnings of $150 to $250 per week
are common. For interview appointment, write 501 E. Center
Street—Madisonville, Ky.

Jack Welch, Owen County, a
member of the board of directors
of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation for 14 years, was elected president by county voting
delegates of the organization.
He succeeded Burl S. St. Clair,
Falls of Rough, who has been
president of Farm Bureau for the
past 10 years. This climaxed the
43rd annual convention at the
Kentucky Hotel in Louisville.
Other officers elected were
Louis Ison, Mercer County, firstvice-president, and Lucian Isbell,
Fulton County, second vice-president.
Welch is one of Kentucky's tobacco authorities and a full-time
farmer. He owns and operates a
330-acre tobacco and cattle farm
near Owenton.
Long active in Farm Bureau on
both the county and state level,
Welch became a director of the
Owen County Farm Bureau in
from 1940-42, when he was elected to the office of county president—a position he held for 10
years.
Welch became first vice-president of the state organization in
November 1952.
Ison owns and operates a 469acre farm near Harrodsburg. He
has been a county Farm Bureau
director for 20 years. He is a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Isbell owns and operates a 205acre farm near Fulton. He has
been a director of the state Farm
Bureau for five years.
Daniel Holt, 16, Paducah won
the annual Farm Bureau talent
contest. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Talmage Holt. Second place
went to Reed Spaulding, a vocalist

EXPERIENCED
WANTED
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our H & A PRODUCER—Age no barprices. We service all makes TV. rier. Must have neat appearance
and own good automobile and a
Phone 307. Roper Television.
desire to earn in excess of $10,CHRISTMAS specials on sad- 000 per year. For appointment
dles, ladies' purses and men's write Box 5637 Cherokee Station
billfolds. A. J. Wright, The Har- —Louisville, Kentucky.
ness Man.
DO YOU HAVE an old car
FOR SALE: Used upright piano (1935 or older) stored in your
in A-1 condition. Call FL.5-2887. barn or around your place?- ReGENERAL STORE and fixtures gardless of its condition, it can be
at Jordan, Ky. for sale or rent sold for cash if it can be made to
cheap. See or call B. H. Prather, run. If you have an old car or
Union City Route 4.
know someone who has, phone the
News office for further information.

EDDIE RICKENBACKER

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it
but with one of our Low-Cost,
three payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

II. F. Smith

UK Alumni Ask
Help In Selection
Of Hall of Fame

Richmond ,Ky., — Stepping
FOR RENT: Floor sanding mahine and electric floor nolisher from her wrecked station wagon,
.and electric vacuum sleaners. Ex- Mrs. Donald C. Wooten appeared
to be covered with blood.
change Furniture C(
She insisted that she was not
hurt, but, ambulance attendants
SOUTHERN Alr'WAYS
phone (UC)
TUrner 5-9121 insisted they take her to the hospital for examination.
Daily Schedule
Mrs. Wooten explained that
DC-3 service from Union City
Lv 9:44 p, m. several jars of catsup had broken
To Memphis
Lv 2:19 p. m. during the accident and had
To Nashville
spilled over her.

Flowers and Hallmark Cards
for all occasions
Invitations, place cards, birth
announcements.
Goren's bridge accessories and
playing cards.
RYTEX STATIONERY
Colored glassware, brass and
gifts.
Arrangements of assorted
permanent flowers.
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Pho. 20-J Nite & Sun. 20-R or
1763.

SOIL CONSERVATION
NEWS

from Washington County ,and the
"Tad Poles" from Lewis County
took third place in the event.
They were a square dance group.

The University of Kentucky
Alumni Association has asked the
help of the readers of The Fulton
News in nominating members of
the recently-established Hall of
Distinguished Alumni.
The Hall is to be located in the
Alumni House which is nearing
completion adjacent to the U. K.
campus. The building was constructed by contributions to the
Century Fund.
Under the plan adopted by the
Alumni Association
Executive
Committt,e, portraits of those so
selected will be placed in the Hall
as a taken of appreciation for the
honor they have brought to their
Alma Mater and the Commonwealth. '
Only those who were graduated,
or who left school at least 20
years ago, will be eligible for the
selection of the first 50. However,
there will be automatic admission
to the Hall for all those alumni
who have been elected Governor
of Kentucky or any other state,
all U. S. Senators, Cabinet officers,
or winners of Nobel or Pulitzer
prizes.
In addition, all Presidents of
accredited colleges and universities will be automatically admitted. Military officers with star
rank are in the same,category. U.
K. has several in the automatic
categories.
Readers who wish to nominate
any former U. K. student have
been asked to send their recommendations to the Alumni Asso
ciaticrn office an the campus at
Lexington. Recommendations are
needed by November 15 and the
announcement of those to be
honored will be made shortly after the first of the year. There
will be annual selections after
that.

Famous aviator:
"We have been going down the
wrong highway for 30 years now.
Sooner or later we'll wind up a
socialistic state with a 'socialist
dictator, and your old America is
gone forever."
Thanksgiving
—Girls. Girls, Girls
Elvis Presley
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Tobacco Authority Farm Bureau
President; Isbell Also Elected

BRIGHT COLORS and gleaming new furniture have —
transformed the dining room of the Kentucky Training Home at Frankfort from its former uninviting
look (lower photograph) to a bright, cheerful area
(photograph above). "This project has brightened
the spirits of patients almost beyond belief," declared
Dr. L. F. Boland, superintendent of the State institution for the mentally retarded. Looking over the refurbished dining room is Kenneth Tackett, administrative assistant at the Training Home. Further improvements are planned under the $50,000 project,
including a lower ceiling to cover the roof beams and
decrease the sound level. The photograph below was
taken a year ago during an inspection of Training
Home facilities by outside experts.

perience the joy that only natur,
can provide. •
in the East, West, North, o.
South, to millions of mobile
minded Americans, the trailer i
a home away from home.
Family ,picnicking is a favure,
form of outdoor recreation. Farn
woodland developed for picnick
jug can bring added income to nu
owner while his trees grow.

The U. S. Department of Ami 'culture has a new Bulletin No.
265 "Forest Recreation For Profit." Some of the ideas presented
in this bulletin are:
Much of rural America ptesents
People get huncry and thirst
a pattern of intermingled small
farm family forest, often within They need the numerous item
easy reach of towns. Outdoor re- that go with daily living. Th
creation may be another way camp or picnic area proprieto
small farmers can increase their can add to his income by provid
ing the,“e necessities. some o•
income.
which can be home produced.
City people want to relax in the
country.'They need a place to go.
More than 1.260 new. actv
They want something to do. Most
welt' r°1'°"`'`i
of them are willing to pay for case'' of TB
, Kentucky State Dip.otment u
.
this privilege.
.tr(lO:z;:s i lh
0
m,e
elal.,
1.00B ne
im
lr:,arc.
l ththinan1916.3
Young America needs a clean,'
inspiring place to relax and ex-I been reported!

$1.25

0).111 VMIXfirs
e—
1
".!.H'

tea-a

pint

It4.00
IFIfth

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL. •86 PROOir

Amaammumommunsumma
SUPER RIGHT - - LEAN TENDER

WHOLE LOIN
RIB HALF LOIN

Lb. 45c
Lb. 43c

HALF LOIN

Lb. 53c

LOIN END ROAST

Lb. 45c

CENTER CUT CHOP

Lb. 59c

FIRST CUT CHOPS

Lb. 59c

CHARLES W. BURROW
Phone 61

309 Walnut

q'arn Loans
Conventional
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times!

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Count on Kraft Dinner toe
tender macaroni that's fun
of golden cheese goodness.
Have It on hand for speedy
school lunches and hurry-al?
suppers. It's good sating any
time!

890
Bartlett Pears
BOTTL
ES$1.00
T
A
N
G
N
E
Ketchup
A & P PeachesW}:OL2ESIZEHCAALNSES2 tor490

Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 74833
MAYFIELD, KY.

--XD-EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. NOV. 24
PRICES IN THE
IHt (ALAI "KILANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

8 LBS. FOR $1.50 AT THE

?age 6
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• CHESTNUT"GLADL.
Mrs. Harvey v

Breathitt Aide

English Language Has Become International Favorite Recently

When Greek tourists, Russian
sailors, and German businessmen
haggle with the merchants of
Mrs. Roy Nix who underwent
Yokohama, the transactions problajor surgery at the Baptist Hosably are in English.
•ital in Memphis last week is reNo other language has served
orted to be improving very sata greater variety of needs, or
4actorily and expects to be home
come closer to the mythical goal
his week.
of a world tongue, the National
Geographic Society says. As the
Mr. Ches Morrison who attendspeech of civil aviation, it has
d the Tennessee Farm Bureau
reached the far corners of the
lonvention in Nashville reported
eartt. Half the world's newspapmost interesting meeting.
ers and scientific journals are
Mr. and Mrs. Durrell Terrell
'published in English.
Ti
rrell
in
Pa-1
isited Mrs. Mary
The adoptable language has
'neah last Saturday. Mrs. Terreill
even touched the Stone-Age ineems to be about the same.
nocents of New Guinea. A tribesMr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell reman sampling the amenities of
lrned from several weeks visit
civilization instructs a barber to
MISS PEDEN
their daughter Mrs. Max Rich"cut 'im grass belong head beEdward T. "Ned" Breathitt, long me."
rds and•family in Hawthorne
'alifornia. While there they wel- Democratic candidate for goverSome 300 million people speak
omed their first granddaughter. nor. has announced that Miss
nroute home they visited their Katherine Peden Hopkinsville, English, making it second only to
'aughter Treva and family in Kete,ticky radio executive, Would Chinese. Hindustani comes next;
serve his campaign as Campaign ytt. India, its homeland, retains
krkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Moore and Ctairwongia. Miss Peden is the English as an official language.
The international appeal of
l'ichele have moved to Munford immediate past President of the
''ennessee, where he will be sta. National Federation of Business English lies in its flexibility.
oneci ;it Millington, they recent- and l'rofessional Women's Clubs While precise enough to be a tool
moved from Solomons Mary-1 Inc. In 1960 she was appointed by of science, it possesses the deliGovernor Bert Combs to a four- cate shades of meaning required
"Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell, year term as the only woman on for literary purposes. Foreign
Try. Harvey Vaughan and Roy , the five member Personnel Board' speakers appreciate the abund:ix visit& 31c,s,:.Roy Nix. at the' 'a administer the Merit System.' ance of short, punchy words.
She is listed in Who's Who in
English has been aptly symboIaptist Hospital last Friday.
• Mrs. Cora Simpson is improv- America. and is an active partici- lized-by an oak tree. The trunk
ng nicely at her home after being pant in many states% ide civic af- and bare branches represent the
native language forms — direct,
patient at. the Obion County fairs.
simple, forceful. Words adopted
lospital recently.
from other tongues lend graceful,
ornamental foliage to the speech.
Support "Dollars—For
The immediate, ancestor of
English was a Teutonic dialect
spoken by tribesmen on the
CI rt,ile. Ariz. — Gayle Cate North Sea coast between Holland
,nd Bobby Wagoner. both 13, rode and Denmark. In tht 5th century,
;rito town on their horse and many of these people—the An,olved their own parling prob- gles, Jutes, and Saxons—settled
Ali Makes and Models,
England. The descendants of
em.
•
They rode into an empty park- tribesmen who stayed on the ConMOTOROLA
ing space, dismounted, hitched tinent still use a version of the
Sales and Servioe
Mhbin to the meter and dropped original language, Low German or
•
Frisian.
penny in the slot.
Celtic Britons, who were drivTile nearby patrolman mused en westward by Germanic invadaloud to bystanders, "Wonder ers, left the ingredients of modern
Ill Lake At.
Phone 450
where I'll put the ticket in case Gaelic and Welsh. But their inthe horse overstays the time?"
illieletWwwwiewerowaws
fluence on the Anglo-Saxons was
insignificant;
English
retains
dun, bin .and crag. Curiously, bug
meant "ghost" in ancient Celtic.
Roughly 900 words, including
such indispensables as egg and
sky, came from the next wave of
colonists—the Danes and Norsemen. Missionaries from the Continent brought words of Latin derivation: bishop, altar, cradle.
After the Norman conquest in
1066, French becIme the language
of the upper classes though the
church and law courts retained
Latin. Anglo-Saxon, which had
attained sophIsticktion with epics
like Beowulf, ceased to exist in
written form. It was cherished
however, as the spoken tongue of
3'dway St.: South Fulton
Phones: 9126 or 720 England's peasantry.
In a vigorous comeback, Eng

—TV REPAIR

Parks Horse,
Pays Meter

Wade Television

HAPPY DAY SKATING RINK

lish absorbed the language of the
Norman nobility during the 14th
and 15th centuries. French endures in expressive synonyms,
coppling words like mansion with
"house."
- Meantime, Goeffrey Chaucer,
using the Midland dialect of London, emerged as the literary father of modern English. To this
day, farmers in the North of
England preserve elements of
Chaucerian speech in such colloquialisms as stant for "stone."
The invention of the Caxton
press in 1476 helped standardize
the language. The Renaissance
contributed 10,000 new words
from all over Europe. But the colonial era stimulated English to
its greatest expansion. Great Britain outdistanced France in the
race for overseas territories in the
18th century; traders and explorers garnered further exotic additions to tht tongue. From China
and Malaya came tea and bamboo.
New World Indians contributed
hurricane, tobacco, and tomato.
Anglo-Saxon travelers
Most
were reluctant to learn other
languages, and foreigners who
dealt with them had to pick up
English. In 1700, there were about
8,500,000 English speakers. Two
THE CEREMONONY—This is part of the top of the circle of seated onlookers are John
centuries later, the number had WATCHING
about 300 that turned out Sunday af- Perryman, Playwright Kermit Hunter, Bob Long
reached 123 million, the National the crowd of
ternoon on the shore of Kentucky Lake to watch Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Marshall Peace, Harry
Geographic says.
the groundbreaking ceremony for the Kenlake Am- Divinney, Edward Fox, Murray Mayor Holmes Ms
The Puritans who landed in phitheater. Gov. Combs is speaking. From left, at and Rep. Lon Carter Barton.
igland brought an East
New
Angliafx nasal twang that was to
Fulton, purchasing a home there. sides on the lilte John Harue Mcbe recognized as a general feaAUSTIN SPRIolGS We regret losing these fine Call farm and has a number of
ture of American speech. Early
mys, Carey Endo, • young citizens, but commend friends who wish for him a soon
settlers in the northern United
.complete restoration.
them to their new location.
tended
to
come
from
the
States
filled his reguHolt
James
Rev.
of
England.
They
retained
Happy Thanksgiving to the
North
Mr. Alf Cunningham has reNew Salem
the flat a and strongly sounded r lar appointment at
turned home from the Fulton force, its correspondent readers,
which vanished in the Mother Baptist Church the past Sunday hospital where he was in for and all my friends if by chance
Country during the 18th century. at 11 a. m. where also Sunday treatment. Mr. Cunningham re- you read these items.
By contrast the soft speech of School is held at 10. There is a .
"IF
Southerners reflects the fact that fine enrollment at both Sunday
many of their ancestors emigrat- School and the Baptist Training
ed from southern England after Union. Mr. Howard Harris, is
the emphatic r ending had been Supt. of Sunday School while
Mr. Cleo Cherry is leader of the
lost.
Some American words have be- B. T. U. enrollment.
come archaic in Britain, the place
We extend heart felt sympathy
of origin. Among- them are rare
to the family of Mr. Minor Tuckin reference to "meat," fall for
who past away at the home
"autumn," and iitten for "got." er 82,
of his son, Dodge Tucker, Flint,
On the other hand, the British
this past week.
have adopted such purely New Mich.
He was a former resident of
World words as advocate, blizthis section, and a retired farmer.
zard, lynch, and telephone.
former.
Today, the English vocabulary
has grown to more than a million
He is survived by two sOns,
words, of which 75 percent are Dodge and Harold Tucker and a
derived from foriegn sources.
daughter Mrs. Jewell McDaniel of
In turn, few foreign languages Florida.
have failed to draw on the colorFuneral service was held at 2
ful linguistic reservoir that is p. m. Friday at Knob Creek
English. Probably the most wide- Church of Christ, Jackson Bros.
ly used and widely understood of Dukedom in charge of arword on earth is English's ami- rangements.
able "Okay."
Mrs. Charlie Ross remains about
the same at her home in DukeNever try to tell a parent what's dom. The aged, loveable lady
wrong with Junior. It's a waste of was stricken with a back ailment
The elegant straight bourbon that's
time' and the loss of a friend.
a few months ago, and hasn't imaged twice 29 long as a lot of others.
proved as rapidly as all friends
Enjoy extra years of mellowness
had hoped for.
at no extra cost.
Many hunters took to the fields
for some quail hunting as quickly
as season began, and are enjoying
every minute these days. All the
A GIFT
STUCK' BOURBON WHISKEY • 8 YEARS OLD • 868 PROOF
Jaird dogs are now into running
TO
NOM WALKER 8 SONS INC , PEORIA, ILLINOIS
with the young ones under
training.
REMEMBER
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lowry and
sons have recently moved to South

OLD

WALKERS
DELUXE

NE

W 6 New lert-door option; load
from any side! Big 204-cu ft. loadspace!

ram TRucks1963
N
I CITY-SIZE FORD DIESELS
NEW
"
• New 330-cu. in. Ford six for tilts and
new 89-in. BBC models! New Ford Diesel four
for parcels! Twice the fuel mileage of gas
engines in city deliveryl

111 II V4 DIESELS
6 Now, V-6 Diesel power In Ford conventionalst New Cummins engines can save
1,000poundsoverin-lineDiesels,add hundreds
of dollars a year to earnings!

NE-

STRIKING BROWN
FINISH _ _ _ GE
FINEST PICTURE
EVER!
Ladles'
10K RCP
expansion
band.

Ladles'
145 gold.

Abeve—Self-winding.
Cold filled, watarproor• and
shock resistaM.

THEY'RE

SEE YOUR

HALF-ToNNERS
'
• BUILT LIKE THE BIG ONES
Big.truck design from axle to axle—
plus a new car•feel at the wheel!

NEW

HERE
F D.A.F.

Wyler

189.95

Inca Flex

Easy Terms: $8.50 Month

Give a princely gift without paying a
king's ransom! Wyler quality means
precision accuracy and there's a Wyler
style to please every taste. Every
Wyler is projected by the exclusive
Incaflex Balance Wheel which resists
shockt. See our complete Christmas
selection of men's and ladies'
watches in gold and steel models.
Prices start at $211.85 (plus Tax)

ANDREWS
JEWELRY STORE

M72GXEB

MATCHING BASE FREE!
• Front Controls ... easy to see and use.
•Jack ... for extension speaker, or as second sound source for stereo, Own% tape
recorder.
•Set-and-Forget volume control. Pre-selected volume remains the same each time
set is turned on.
•Slim Silhouette straight-line styling.

FULTON

VARDEN - GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
AXE STREET, EXTENDED

FULTON, ICY.

PHONE 42

• Pro,

led crystal Intart, genuine parts

iSide wheel and mainspring replaced
REE it eicr

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1

fly

Memo To A Teacher From A Mother:"Value My Child As Treasure"
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standing during the period, coin
pared with $2.12 on the smalle
important to her as her life un- the "three R's." This is your job
number of shares in the previou
folds. If you are the kind of teach- and I am confident that you are'
year. This year's increase of 478.
er we hope you are, we will be much more qualified in that field
952 shares of common stock re•
quite content to relinquish some of than I. We have encouraged her
suited principally from the con.
the influence and prestige we have to want to learn by providing diversion into common stock of th
enjoyed as her parents, for the versified experience for her
preferred stock which was calle
apron string must begin to loosen, through trips to places of inter1:
In a preliminary report issued for redemption on September
and how fortunate she will be if est, both near and far. We have
today to stockholders, Ashland 1962.
she can grasp the hand of a lov, fed her appetite for books and
stock
Cash dividends paid to
Qil & Refining Company said net
ing, understanding teacher as she watched her imagination grow inincome for: the fiscal year (•nded holders set dl new record at $9
takes her first steps in the great, to a vast wonderland of ideas.
$8,516,0.7
September 30 was $15.324.447, 221,411, exceeding :he
wide world of learning.
Her mind is like a, bottomless
in dividends • paid the previou
This morning when I delivered
second
highest
in
the
Conipany's
pitcher waiting to be filled, and
our oldest child to the door of
We are also quite aware of our
history, exceeding slightly the year.
though there will be many others
your room for her first day in responsibility as parents. The
$15,251.456 earned last year.
have higher capabilities than
who
school, it was as if I were laying strange sensation I experienced in
EDUCATION FOR ALL
she, we are convinced that with
Sales increased to 15:18.139.197
down a treasured book that I had the pit of my stomach this mornyour guidance she will confidently
from $312, 875,460. •
Federai aid to -eilueuti‘in shoul
•
just finished reading, and at the ing as I walked toward the school
enter the realm of education.
Earnings per share of common ,l start with the teaching of arith'
same time eagerly beginning to with our little gir', was peculiarToday when you greeted us and
stock Were equal to $2.06 on the 'Ilene in Washington.
read its sequel. There were no ly akin to the feeling I had on the
The Herald. Austin, Minn.
average number of shares outtears, only a feeling of regret; day she was baptized as an infant. checked Beth's name off the list
again, as upon coming to the end Though we had considered very posted on the door of your room,
of a good book, one wishes it seriously our charge as parents it occurred to me that until now
could continue on. Yet, her father even before she was barn, I was your class has consisted simply of
and I feel satisfied that her pre- suddenly brought face to face with thirty or so names on a register.
You are Cordially Invited
school childhood has had a happy the grave responsibility, as well I like to think that as daily you
ending and look forward with as joyful privilege, we had been get to know each child a little
to Attend Our Annual
great anticipation to this new granted as guardians of this tiny, better, that litt'will be replaced
human life. Just so, today I found by-your loving concern for every
phase of her life.
child in- the class—the scrawny,
CHRISTMAS
We both realize that there will myself wondering- how successful wiggly ones, the
brassy, brainy
be new star characters in this we had been to this point in
ones, and the sober, shy ones. This
raising
this
wondrous
gift!
Have
new volume in the life of our
is expecting a great deal but
child; that you and her future we, by precept and example, somehow as I
watched you welteachers will become increasingly taught her to love and respect, not come the children
this morning, I
only other children, but also
felt
that
you
were quite capable
adults ?Have we managed to conKIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
of
achieving
this.
Getting up night., burning frequent M. vey the importance of honesty to
scanty flow. leg pains or backache MAY her? Will she remember the rudiIn no case do we-want you to
be warning of functional kidney Dabe partial to our child. Even
r/anger
Ahead." Help nature ments of courtesy we have tried
eliminate evens acids and other wastes. to instill in her? With fear and though she is very special to us,
NEW DIRECTORY listing State services available to
Incaaaaa Kidney output with BUKETS.
trembling I realize that what she we know that each child in your
Your 39e back at any drug store Is
Kentucky's senior citizens is checked over by Gov.
4 DAYS if not pleased. NOW at SENNETT is and does reflects our success or class is wanting and deserving as
Bert T. Combs. Scanning the booklet with him are
DRUG ATOM
failure as parents and I can only much of your attention as you can
Commercial Avenue
Donald L. Beckhart (left), executive director of the
hope that for her sake, as well as possibly give. You can't conceivs
Kentucky Commission on Aging which published the
ours, we have managed, in spite ably know each -of their individdirectory, and L. Felix Joyner who heads the State
of all our inexperience and in- ual needs and longings, but we do
Health and Welfare Agency of which the commission
adequacies, to rear a happy, well- hope you will discover the inner
Is a part. Cc pies of the booklet are available on
behaved child. Of course, she is potential each possesses.
Phone 58
207 Commercial
request from the Kentucky Commission on Aging,600
six years old, and behaves very
Forgive me if I seem overly
W.Cedar St.,Louisville 3,Ky.
—Slip Covers; seat covers
much like any other six-year-old sentimental. This is no small
— Upholstering (all kinds;
—whiney, contrary, and down- thing, this yielding of our pride
modern and antique
right selfish at times—but basical- and joy to the public school syshas been dismissed from ttillview
—Draperies
ly we have molded her character tem. The six years since she was
2: to 5: P. NI
Hospital where she has been hos-Awnings, tarpaulins
t. so that she will be an eager, co- a helpless infant seem so short •PIERCE STATION
S
dalized with an ear infection.
Mrs. Charles I.e o
operative first grader now, and a that I suppose it is just a bit hard
JAMES HAZELWO'OD I contented, vigorous adult in the for us to realize that in those
Pamela and Dennis Greer are
Come and see -our wonderful Selection
future.
There will be a joint Thanks- back in school after being sick for
brief years she has grown into a
UAL KILLEBREW
of Christmas merchandise now on Display
the members several days ,
Strangely enough I am not very self-reliant youngster.
giving service
concerned about her learning of
No doubt when our second child of Chapel Hill se a I Johnson Grove
enters his first year of public churches Wedni .lay night. A p..'
school, it will be a banner day, luck supper will precede the se: •MT. MORTAR NEWS•
L. C. (DOC) ADAMS
but surely it will lack the wonder vice in the bast.'lent of the JohnAirs. Marion Alildin
and anticipation of today, for we son Grove Churc
Rev. and Mrs Tommy Perkins
will have been through it all be4 commul
Se\ ,1 from
fore! Just now we are on the brink and family wet , visiting the sick
of a new experience and we trust in the Pierce S'.tion community attended the basketball game it
Dresden on Friday night. 'Mel
that you will have patience with Sunday aftern°.
ON NORMAN STREET. EAST FC;1.ToN. Somebody by the
us as we grope along. Our heartMr. and Mi
William Long South Fulton girls and Dresden l
name of Mother can make this old brick home hum again. 1!as
iest wish for you and your new spent Saturday ..1 Mayfield with boys won.
toWn. part of it
dist:ince
all modern conviences, t'as v
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sheridon
class is that this may be a year Mr. and Mrs. C .1•ney -Wrather.
can be ,fixed up and rented to others. O.it of town owner ttayg
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton filled with learning for the chil- Recent visit( ,s of Mrs. Jack are making preparations to move
let her go! Please hurry. First $1500.00 buys it all. 5500.00 Down,
over in the Sam Atkinson home
dren and not too many headaches Lowe wete
$10.00 per month phis interest totes the note. (First Payment
l,-'r mother, Mrs. place. We are sorry they are leavfor you.
each succeding one 15 cents less.
$15.00
Jesse Raines of Dyer, Tennessee
ing our community.
and Mrs. Env, a Mickle of NoblesRobert and Ronnie Grissom
ville Indiana.
TN,
I VACANT AND UNBARBARA STREET, SOUTH FULO
were weekend visitori of' Mr. and
heat, givAi neighborCAYC7 1"rVIS
OCCUPIED. Two bi.drooms, central
Mr. and M.4. Cecil McNatt are Mrs. Dick Grissom.
RE,DECORATE Tuts, inside
Mrs. titmice Rondurant
COMPLETELY
WILL
WE
hood.
visiting Vieii daughter in MemMrs. Marion Milam visited South
and out sell it for $8.250.00 :awl obfain yin! a S7.0110.00 loan.
phis.
Fulton Elementary School on last
Quick action can have you moved in by December I. with the
Nirc are sorry to hear of the
Mr.
and
7.Tris. Lester Alfred Thursday.
first payment due January 1. 1963. Takes $1,251) I)) cash to
FOR YOUR
passing of two of the older men visited Mr. and Mrs. William
handle. •
If you missed church at Pleasof the Cayce Community. Mr. C. Greer Sunday..
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
ant View on last Sunday, you
L. Bryant and Mr. John Asbell
IN CIRCLE DRIVE SUBDIVISION. Please drive out and see
Mrs. Myrtb Oriefins visited re- missed a blessing. Two people
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
who have lived in the Cayce cotnconverted.
Bro.
Horn
this fine new honie. Three nice sized bedkooms.- beautiful
latives it' and around Martin last were
FARM LOANS
munity most of their lives, both
kitchen, ceramic tile bath. Yard is landscaped. ldis electric
brought a- wonderful message.
week.
passed away last week. Both were
OFFICE PHONE 5
baseboard heat Completely insulated storm doors :old windows,
208 MAIN STREET
Thanksgiving is drawing near.
Visitors in he home of Mr. and
buried in Ebenezer Cemetery.
in fact nothing has been left undone to make this one ef South
Mrs. M. E. 11,ich Saturday were Let us not forget to give thanks
FULTON, KENTUCKY
finest. WE WILL TRADE, $13,500.00.,
Fulton's
They will be missed by their loved
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin McCoulk of to the Lord for the Wonderful
ones and friends. We extend
blessings
we
have
received
in
the
Memphis.
sympathy to their families.
Recent new from Mr. John last year.
Mike Stayton of St Louis, Mo. Matthews, wbe is a patient in the
spent the weekend with his par- Obion County Rest Home, is that
MOONSTRUCK
PHONE 62 DAYS — 160 NIGHTS
ents, Mr. and Mrs Johnie Stay- he is not doing so well.
ton.
Others on Id.. sick list are' Miss
Finally it has come to us why
DON'T SELL ANY FARM LAND. UNIMPROVED OR IMA surprise birthday dinner was Roberta Deal,,,r who is ill with the Government is spending all 0 PROVED WITHOUT CHECKING WITH OUR Aci WY. WE
given for Mrs. Walter Bequette the flu; Mrs. hIcl Stem who has the billions it has in an effort to
HAVE BUYERS! WITH (*Asti.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis been ill for P.., past few days; send a man to the moon. He is to
Those
attendMrs.
Scearce Thursday.
Doc Benhett, Jack Matthews look for more parking space.
ing were: Mr. and Mrs. Harry and Mrs. Amy Lowe. Paula Long —The Hawpeye. Burlington, Ia. ICIIMINIMIIIIIES"Mril;
;7"'
Tucker, Sr., Mesdames Harry
Tucker, Jr. and
Carmon,
Junior Bequette, Mayme Scearce,
Effie Roper, Elmer Liliker, Dood
Campbell, Cassie Burns, Alvin
Graham, Willie Bondurant, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Menees and Don
McClanahan.

Here Is an appeal by a concerned mother to her first
child's first teacher .. .
It is reprinted, with permission, from the September issue
of the Maryland Teacher. Read
it and keep It in mind as you
deal with the parents of young
children. The mother is Mrs.
•
S. Yingling.

Ashland Oil
Shows Growing
PHits Return

OPEN HOUSE

* are John
Bob Long
ce, Harry
°Imes Ellis

Harue Mcnumber of
him a soon
to the
nt readers,
by chance
NMI

KILLEBREW'S FLOWER SHOP
Sunda', and Monday
Novemiter 25 and 26

S. P. MOORE & CO.

miummiai

FOR SALE

Ea6Homoe

For Fine Liquors

iiiiuir

i

'

i

miiiiii

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

TAKE YOUR PICK!
BOTH
NOW

auto

aArrat

WICK SMITH AGENCY

NECESSARY

'4.5

,tt
attair

inventor,
The neighborhood
venturing into the economic field,
is trying to apply the law of gravity to current high prices.
—Christian Science Monitor.
Stu:snort "Dollars For Scholars"

4/5 QUART
44
4
. 014"

$2.85

$1.45

DUFFY TWINS
•

1
2PINT
PINT I /

EE!

by WICK SMITH

$45.75 Case of Fifths

GLENMORE
LABEL

can you tell which Tempest is the tiger?

SILVER LABEL

4PIA D 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

WATCH "OUR MAN MONS," WEDNESIDAY MCAT, MiC-TV

90 PROOF

01374111) AND BOTTLED BY IRGIDOBE DIS111.aitliS COMPANY, LOUISVILLE OWNS1330. tESTUCEI

One carries our lively 4, the other our new 260-hp V-8*. So obviously they're both tigers, only one's Hamm
You can have fun with either one, once you see your Pontiac dealer.

1 BEfTC146:11URKILYS
It4SURAHCU PrRoni‘

N'T GT "THANKSGIVING

WICK SMITH

INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
Ph. 62
231 Main St.

Wide Track Pontiac Tempest

•

•414••••••••••...41

SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER FOR NEW-ACTING USED CARS, TOO

KING MOTOR CO. INC.
101 W. State Line

S. Fulton, Tenn.
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TAX ADVISORY—

picture of the city's operational
needs and provide a sound basis
for the preparation of the 1963-64
budgets.
The second major item which
has and is taking a major portion of the Manager's time is the
design and installation of a new
budgetary accounting
system.
This work will save the City approximately $1,000.00. The new
budgetary accounting system will
provide the City with an adequate
record-keeping system. It will
provide the Board and the Public with readable and understandable financial statements,
t to mention the valuable cost
data which will be provided for
making more intelligent administrative decisions.
It is hoped that the. first financial statement under the new system will be ready for distribution
in December. The main reason for
the delay and problems being encountered is the transfer of the
activities from July. August and
September, from the old system
to the new one. This delay was
unavoidable. By
making this
transfer, we will have a complete
fiscal year under the new system.
In line with this thought, the
1961-62 audit reports will be ready
for distribution about the. middle
of November.
Other activities of this office
are
d in less detail below:
.1ie
*
st
Revision of payroll procedures
-Set up geneCal filing system
Design several operationaland
organizational report forms.
Purchase Requisition
. Payroll Time Sheet Payroll Work Sheet
- Request for Quetation
Request for Quotation—
Instructions
4 -Journal Voucher
Claim Voucher
Cash & Receipts Report
Petty Cash
Service Request
Works Report
Instituted centralized purchasing procedure and controls.
Police department re-organization.
Reviewed Police Chiefs proposed rules and regulations.
Assisted Fire Chief in starting a
fire training school.
Prepared application for Federal Grant on Sewage .Disposal
System.
Studied and made limited revision in Garbage Collection
Operation. (A reduction of 1
man has been made in this
operation, thus, cutting the
annual cost by his salary.)
Prepared mailer on enforcement of Garbage Ordinance
passed in 1952.
Negotiated for land for sewage

(continued from paqr one%
"hey know what kind of a town
ve live in, and the kind of finanes our people have. They were
-Iected to serve the people. Mr.
lobey wasn't. He's only doing
chat he's authorized to do. There's
in need to let people blame Mr.
!obey and the committee for
commissioners
the
trmething
Ion't want to get blamed for."
Mrs. Coleman is a long-time
mployee of the Illinois Central
!ailroad. She and her husband
iperate a service, station. greeniouse and, antique exchange. She
'aid that other, appointees were.
Tintemplating resigning from the
-ommittee. Each city official was
isked to submit five names to
erve on the advisory committee
.orn which 15 were to be selectd.
•
Those appointed were Dr. C. H.
lyers. Rodney Miller, L. M. Mcriide, Charles Pawlukiewicz, Mrs.
lary Alice Coleman. Guy Fry,
)1ex IAineave. Butch Simons,
eon Fields, „James Meacham,
la Ude C'rocker, Charles Bro(vder,
)r. G. F. Bushart, J. 0. Lewis
.nd Arch Illicidleston.
.
Mrs. Coleman's letter to the
:ews
November 16. 1962
Tr Paul Westpheling
°Iilton county News
-idiom Ky.
Dear Paul:
Writing you in regards to an
rticle iiiip(•aring in your paper
November fit.e.. 1962. in conection with a committee of fif-en being named to study ways
obtaining increased revenue for
he city, which was one of the
...ins on the agenda of the Noember meeting of the Fulton City
.“711111is5 inn meeting.
The only knov,ledge I have, of
'fignamed to
this committee
thru yonr paper. I felt that
•:;iybe I should write you this
Ater. and notify whom ever it
lay concern. that I (Mrs.) Mary
\lice coleman decline to serve on
his committee.
I have studied the Budget
vhich v‘ as appqked and passed
-n October 9th, 1g62. I See several
:ems which to me are questiontile, two or three items that I
'eel not necessary. and I do not
cant to be a farty to any such
aimmittvf. when I feel that the
rioney is being wasted.
Another thing that is question:hle to me. is why, would bids be
wcepted on an accounting ma7
hine and dump truck, when you
;mil have the money to pay for it.
or know where xou're going to
I it.
It looks like to me. that our city
uvernment took the deer by the
iimns, fixed him all up and called
rn "Mr. Budget" then on Octobr 9th. 1962. they shot him, when
hey approved and passed this
odget, now they don't want to
ake the blame for killing the
leer. so they all agreed lets
Pass
lie buck. So they named a fi,ance committee on what type
•ixation is to be put in effect.
'4.,additional revenue need. vont. says'anything to our
c ial,
. they can immediate. in. 'they had nothing to do
ith it. blame this darn commit,
I have always been told you had
(Tim I before .vou walked and
still believe it. and I also beeve, if you give anyone, regard'SS of his education enough
aoney they can run anything, but
smart person first starts operatiig on what he's got, finds out
:here his leaks are, stops, them
P. and then goes from there.
Thanks.
Mary Alice Coleman.
Meanwhile City Manager James
,Zobey has issued a progress re-ort to the Mayor and Commisoner.
"o:
Mayor & Board of
• Commissioners
Tom:
City Manager
ubject: City Managers' Activity
Report
In an effort to keep the Mayor
nd Board of Commissioners inrrned as to the activities of the
'ity Manager, it is intended by
his Manager to send to you on a
”gular basis an activities report.
hese reports will vary in length
rid detail as time allows. A con-rted effort will be made to preare these reports on at least a
onthly basis and more frequent• when time allows.
This report covers this Man'-ter's first two months with the
'ity.
The month of September was
*int mostly in getting oriented
Id familiar with the city's pres)t operation and in preparing
ie City's first Operating Budget.
ue primarily to the lack of hisTical data this budget had to be
rough approxiMation of the
ty's needs and could not be the
dished document this manager
oulcrprefer. Please be assured
iat every purchase is being
Tutinized before it is made reirdless of the appropriation
ade for such items. This effort
ill result in a more accurate

disposal facilities.
Worked on Public Housing. '
Studied and reviewed materials
in South Fulton dispute.
Prepared application for loan
of $25,000.00 from K. I. D. F. A.
on Airport.
Prepared specifications for water pipe, valves and hydrants.
Reviewed Civil Defense set-up
and worked with Police Chief on
New Civil Defense program.
Spoke at the Ky.--. A. W. W.A.
meeting in Nashville.
Spoke to 2 civic clubs and one
business group.
Met with various C14y Board &
Commissioners:
Housing Commission
Airport Board
Planning Commission
Citizens Advisory Committee
Working on Federal Public
Works Grant for Meadowview
Sewer Project.
Respectfully submitted
James B. Robey, City Mgr.

BUGG—
(Continued from page one)
car.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Sunday at the First Baptist
Church, at Clinton with Rev. John
Redding
officiating. Interment
was in Pleasant View Memorial
Gardens on Highway 51, with
Hopkins & Brown in charge.
Survivors include their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bugg; and
their grandmothers, Mrs. Lucy
Bugg, Clinton, Route 1, and Mrs.
Horace Luther of Mayfield.
The condolences of the entire
area are extended to the families
of these two lovely girls.
Christmas Shop Today

WATERFIELD—

NOTEBOOK—

mate who said: "Mother, stop
talking to yourself." It was then
(Continued from page one)
that I was saved by the bell. It
feet away, and shushed at me for was noon time and time for the mouth, Harry Lee's friends will
making noise in the class. Mrs. next class.
vote for Chandler whether they
want to or not."
Duley looked up from her book
In
that
one
wondered
I
the
stuwhich
made
honor
and
of the
Breathitt opened a news condents was "acting up," talking roll. I'm a real quiz kid at recess, ference in Louisville by srying "I
while somebody was reading and don't you ever believe, I'm not.
want to expose one more episode
my heart sank. "There," thought
in Chandler's conspiracy to be
T, "goes the only passing grade I
governor under false pretenses . .
POSTPONED
might have gotten." Imagine getthe selection of Harry Lee WaterThe joint meeting of the Ameri- field as
ting a failing grade in deporta sacrificial lamb
. by
ment. But by the standards in can Legion Post and its Women's dangling the governorship in 1967
good class room ethics, that's what Auxiliary scheduled for Tuesday before him."
night, November 19 has been post,
I would have gotten.
Breathitt said Waterfield will
poned until November 26.
once again "resume his disastrous
Having been duly reprimanded,
and destructive association with
I decided to settle down and make
Chandler, an association that alCOME AGAIN!
at least some. kind of showing for
ready has cost him the governmy day's class. I put everything
The meeting of the Beethoven ship of Kentucky.
I had into listening to what the Club that was scheduled for No"(Chandler and his friends) are
story was abdut. I heard the stu- vember 19 has been postponed
dangling the governorship in 1967
dent reader going on about coral til November 26 at 9:15 p. m.unat before Waterfield, but this is not
at the bottom of the sea. Imagine the Woman's Club. Mary Jo
West- theirs to give."
my thinking this was an English pheling is in charge of the proWaterfield, who runs a Lexingclass .. . it was a science class, I gram.
ton insurance agency said: "No
decided. And then when I heard
one of the boys go into detail
about the substance of coral, etc.
I just knew that at last I was going to get a passing grade, because I had learned enough about
attentiveness to pick up the continuity of the story and the subject of the lesson. There went another failing grade. It wasn't
science, indeed not. It was surely, health and nutrition, because
they started talking about those
When there's a
bananas again. -

one, has dangled the governor's
office in my face."
And state Treasurer Thelma
Stovall said she plans to run for
secretary of state in 1963 "and I
hope I will be on Happy's ticket."

(Continued from tinge ono

Well, it went on like that until
I started getting that urge to get
out and run. Physical education is
my subject,I decided. Yeah, that's
it. I could jump up and down,
run, do somersaults and maybe
throw a basketball. My daydreaming started showing, I'm
sure, because I got a rather sharp
nudge in the ribs from my seat-

THAT'S RIGHT
NO BITEr

1"-ratIrtly
IdWeather5ods

USDA. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
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MELLOW- MASH

Yell
owstone
The Greatest American Whiskey
foo 1100 PROOF BOTTLED IN-BOND
ICOMJCXY STRAIGHT BOURBON,
v.
INSTILLED & BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE—OWENSBORO,KY.

County Farmers Buy
Aberdeen-Angus Bulls
Ardell Burcham, Fulton, recently purchased an AberdeenAngus bull from M. A. and A. B.
Reed, Martin, Tennessee.
Stanley G. Hays also of Fulton,
has purchased an Aberdeen-Angus bull from Charles M. Moon,
Fulton.

bite in the air and your
family comes trooping in with tingling ears
and reddened noses, dinner is something
special! When appetizing aromas from the
kitchen promise a hot, rib-sticking dinner,
you'll have an enthusiastic crew begging for
seconds! You'll always find your favorite
cold-weather foods—at lowest prices — at
Piggly Wiggly,

GRADE

A

FRYERS

soyo FRANK VESSELS, Jr.,
sated breeder of quartet horses 2 Pint
sad prositleat of Um Los Alamitos
$1•
Race Casts., voyld's largest
quarter hors, track. - 90 Proof
war Lamp Beach,
'
s Si.

Mrs. Stovall was secretary of
state under Chandler in his last
term and long has been identified
with his faction of the Democratic
Party.

WHOLE

lb

25c

rp
16 FEET LU 194 SMOKED HAMS
CI-SICKEN
Whole Lb. 49c
PIG EARS LB 194
BY TI-IE PIECE!
BREAM'
594
PIG SNOOTS"19 SHANK PORTION
LEGS
'
a w"
494
Lb.
39c
LS
PIG TAILS LB 19*
TM/GUS
494
L
WINGS
334
BUTT
PORTION
MAWS
19
LB
PIG
L.
NECKS
104
Lb. 49c
LS.
BACKS
19
NECK BONE LB 194
BACON ENDS 5 lb. Box $1.39 HAMBURGER Meat 3 Lbs. $1.00
BAR-B-U Chickens Ea. _ _ 99c BACON Slice Jowl 3 Lbs $1.00
BAR-B-U Ribs _ _ _ _ _ _ Lb. 99c SAUSAGE
Pure Pork 3 Lbs.$1.00
MORREL CANNED

HAMS 5 Lb. Can _ _ _ _ _ $3.79

LETTUCE BIG'

BOILED CUSTARD Qt. __ 65c
GERBER'S
STRAINED
3 - 4 1-2 JARS
LIMIT - 6

BABY FOOD

20c

QT JAR 1 PILLSBURY

VALU

10c
CRISP and FIRM
CHUCK

FOOD STORES

AST
ROUND SWIFT PROTEN

PURE PORK

STEAK

CUT

49c CAKE MIXES 4 Boxes _ $1.00
2 1.11 Box

EMGES CHEESE _ _

39c
3 LBS.

79c SAUSAGE 99c

Henderson's
10 LB. BAG

GREEN GIANT

ACO
N
12
iiirET

SLICED
LB.
LIBBY 303

49c

EATWELL

NIBLET CORN 2 12 oz. Cans 35c MACKERAL 5 Reg. Cans $1.00
GREEN GIANT

F AN( V PINK

MEXICORN 2 12 oz. Cans 35c SALMON Lb. Can
GREEN GIANT

E MILK

1-2 Gal.
Cins,

59c

DEL MONTE

ASPARGUS Tall Can

53c SALMON Red Lb. Can _ _ 79c

ICE MILK 3
TASTES

JUST

LIKE

OLD FASHION

ICE CREAM

1-2 GAL
CRTS.

1•00

$

SWIFTS

CHILI with beans 5 303 cans $1.00 TAMALES 5 303 Cans $1.00
KELLVS
SWIF-rs
POTTED Meat 10 Reg Cans $1.00 VIENNA Sausage 5 reg cans $1.00
LUNCHEON

IR:HOURS

PREM Meat 212 oz. Cans _ 89c TREET 2 12 oz. Cans _
US. NO. 1 RED

POTATOES _ _ _ 79c
25 LE. BAG

SWIFT

89c

35c SARDINES 10 Reg. Cans $1.00

GREEN GIANT

6 FOR

39c PEACHES $1.00

Qt. _ _ 39c

MAINE IN OH.

PEAS 2 303 Cans

KELLYS

TOPPY

BLUE PLATE

69c SALAD DRESSING

SUGAR

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM, WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
BIG VALU ECONOMY BRAND

BLADE

MIRACLE WHIP

GOLDEN RIPE

LB.

BANANAS _ _ _ _ 10c
FLORIDA

5 LB. BAG

ORANGES _ _ _ 49c

89c

DAIRY BRAND

BUTTER
Lb. Crt. _ _ _ 59c

piggly Wiggly
WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT

WHERE SHOPPING IS
ALWAYS A PLEASURE

Wed. Is Always Double
S&H Green Stamp Day

